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QUESTIONS TO EXPERTS AND SUMMARY OF PAPERS 
The following summary presents the topic of the briefing papers followed by brief points on 
the main answers of the experts to the questions asked. Only selected main points are 
mentioned here. For a complete argumentation, please refer to the subsequent papers. 
 
The Lisbon Treaty provides a legal framework for enhanced euro area economic 
coordination. In particular, more decisions may be taken only by the members of the 
currency area. As regards coordination between fiscal and monetary policy, the Treaty is 
quite clear. No formal ex-ante coordination should take place as the ECB is independent in 
achieving the mandate given to it. (However, as to how far this provision is still in line with 
practice, may be questioned at this moment by some observers.) 
 
Based on past experiences as regards the implementation of the Stability and Growth Pact 
(SGP), the economic surveillance of the economic polices of the Member States, the 
handling of the support mechanism for Greece and suggestions put forward by the 
Commission on 12 May in its Communication (COM(2010) 215 final) on enhanced economic 
coordination and surveillance, the experts were asked what their main recommendations 
for a future framework for economic coordination in the euro area would be. 
 
All experts seem to be unanimous in the assessment that the situation is grave and that 
unless bold reforms are undertaken, the common currency and the EMU are in existential 
danger. Suggested solutions range from support to the Commission proposals for a 
European Semester in budgets and other further enhancements of the SGP to Eurobonds 
(or Private Union Bonds, see Collignon), from introducing a clearer crisis resolution 
mechanism to orderly sovereign bankruptcy procedures.  
 
However, given that policy coherence, enforcement and implementation of any existing or 
future rules are crucial, what can realistically be expected? While more macroeconomic 
coordination and transfers of sovereignty in fiscal matters would be welcomed by most 
experts, there are also justified doubts as to whether this would ever happen. In this light, 
strengthening the framework and ownership remain crucial. Given that fiscal policy remains 
national prerogative, fiscal decentralization with fiscal policy councils (independent expert 
judgement) or high-level legislation imposing budget balance may help. Another idea would 
be to enhance the binding nature of the policy framework by transforming the Broad 
Economic Policy Guidelines (BEPGs) in Art. 121 TFEU into secondary legislation.  
 
Stefan Collignon - Europe's economic government or how to use the Treaty for 
more effective economic coordination in the euro area? 
 
The interactions between financial market anticipations, contradictory objectives between 
governments, policy responses or lack of it, and a general sense of paralysis have created 
an explosive cocktail of future policy expectations that persists even after the far reaching 
stabilization agreement made on 9 May. The break up and failure of Europe’s single 
currency can no longer be excluded. Policy makers’ narrow visions, their incompetence, 
coupled with the pursuit of partial and national interests at the expense of European 
citizens’ common concerns, have generated a dynamic that could undo the European 
edifice. There is an urgent need for macroeconomic policy coordination. Collignon discusses 
the stimulative effects of budget deficits in the present economic environment, the 
conditions for debt sustainability and the causes for competitiveness imbalances in the euro 
area. He makes three policy suggestions: 1) Integrating European and national budget 
policies by tradable deficit permits, 2) Introducing 'Private Union Bonds' and 3) Reforming 
the macroeconomic dialogue.  
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Guillermo de la Dehesa - Improving the fiscal framework of the euro area 
 
It is rather clear that the euro area needs a new fiscal framework independently of the 
success of the recent European Stability Fund. There are several ways to improve the 
present fiscal framework, including 1) Forging a new SGP by making it truly enforceable 
through changing the way its decisions are taken on the EDP, 2) Encouraging structural 
reforms to avoid large euro area macroeconomic and competitiveness imbalances, 3) 
Introducing a new and transparent crisis resolution mechanism and 4) Introducing a joint 
euro area bond. All of these are however second best and less efficient than aiming ideally 
for a euro area joint treasury and budget, which is still too far reaching. 
 
Sylvester C.W. Eijffinger - How to use the Treaty for more effective economic 
coordination in the euro area 
 
Europe will ultimately arrive at a new economic, monetary and political order with stronger 
governance from the centre, i.e. the European Commission. The Lisbon Treaty has to be 
rewritten, to allow for more political integration. This is imperative for the Economic and 
Monetary Union to remain intact. As a short-term solution to this crisis, the ECB has to 
make better and swifter use of its instruments to deter speculation. By being ambiguous 
about the rules concerning collateral in the money market, it can be leading in the non-
cooperative game against speculators. In the long term, the Stability and Growth Pact has 
to be thoroughly reformed and sovereignty over fiscal policy has to be partly given up by 
individual member countries. This will make politicians able to commit themselves to 
correct enforcement of the Excessive Deficit Procedure.  
 
Jean Pisani-Ferry - Euro area governance: What went wrong? How to repair it? 
 
Any serious discussion must start from an analysis of what went wrong. The superficial 
analysis currently is that the crisis in Greece and elsewhere resulted from a failure of 
implementation of the existing disciplines. However, the crisis also reveals deeper flaws in 
the governance regime, which need to be recognised, such as 1) Top-down government by 
statistics does not work; 2) Deterministic governance does not work in a stochastic world; 
3) Not all problems are fiscal; 4) A commitment to no-assistance is not credible; and 5) 
Policy coherence is often lacking and ownership of the euro rules is generally shallow. Key 
choices for the euro area are (a) To reformulate the economic policy framework, (b) To 
decide on the degree of decentralisation that is desirable, and (c) To determine which 
reforms are needed to ensure completeness of the policy regime.     
 
Charles Wyplosz - The debt crisis and the Treaty 
 
The decisions taken by euro area governments and by the ECB have radically transformed 
the monetary union. They are directly inspired by the Greek rescue plan. While this plan 
has (temporarily) suspended the crisis, its long-run consequences are drastic and 
dangerous. The currently discussed crisis resolution regime stands to reinforce this drift. A 
better approach would decentralize to the national level the responsibility of establishing 
and maintaining fiscal discipline since a corollary of national fiscal policy sovereignty is that 
each government alone is responsible for its debt. There must be urgent peer pressure on 
every government to establish institutions that have a high probability of delivering fiscal 
discipline. There is no unique model but several countries offer examples. Belgium, the 
Netherlands and Sweden rely in part on independent expert judgement. High-level 
legislation imposes budget balance – sometimes budget surplus – in countries such 
Germany, Switzerland, Brazil and Chile.  
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1) EUROPE'S ECONOMIC GOVERNMENT OR HOW TO USE 
THE TREATY FOR MORE EFFECTIVE ECONOMIC 
COORDINATION IN THE EURO AREA? 

 
by Stefan Collignon 

S. Anna School of Advanced Studies, Pisa 
Centro Europa Ricerche, Rome 

 
 
 
 
 

Abstract 
 
This paper deals with the need for macroeconomic policy coordination in 
the aftermath of the financial crisis and the reasons for coordination 
failure in an increasingly important domain of policies. 
 
It discusses the stimulative effects of budget deficits in the present 
economic environment, the conditions for debt sustainability and the 
causes for competitiveness imbalances in the Euro Area.  
 
For each of these policy areas, it makes suggestions for the 
improvement of Europe’s economic governance. 
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Nervousness about the sustainability of Greek public debt has pushed the Euro in its first 
deep crisis. Sharpened by the experience of the recent deep economic crisis, financial 
markets have reacted to the incoherent crisis management by European governments, the 
Council and the Commission. The interactions between financial market anticipations, 
contradictory objectives between governments, policy responses or lack of it, and a general 
sense of paralysis have created an explosive cocktail of future policy expectations that 
persists even after the far reaching stabilization agreement made on 9 May. The break up 
and failure of Europe’s single currency can no longer be excluded. Policy makers’ narrow 
visions, their incompetence, coupled with the pursuit of partial and national interests at the 
expense of European citizens’ common concerns, have generated a dynamic that could 
undo the European edifice. Like in the historic situation prior to World War I, we witness 
policy actions that could cause an event that no one wanted, but that happened because 
policy makers collectively failed their responsibilities.  
 
In this paper to the European Parliament I will first outline why the present system of policy 
coordination is falling short of giving Europe the governance it needs. I will then address 
the most urgent economic policy issues, namely fiscal policy, debt sustainability and 
competitiveness imbalance. In the third part, I shall propose some practical reforms, which 
will not solve the long term issues of the European Union’s Governance, but could tackle 
some of its immediate problems and open the perspective to a democratic economic 
government for Europe. 

Europe’s collective action problems 
The Greek crisis has shown for everyone that Europe’s problem is first of all political. 
Relying on Member States’ governments to pull the Union out of its difficulties is building 
the house on sand. It will fail because the incentive logic of collective action will prevent 
optimal policy decisions. As the representative organ of citizens, the European Parliament 
will have to assume its democratic role and impose new solutions. Under the Lisbon Treaty 
it has the power to do so. Before we can discuss what policies should be pursued, we need 
to understand why Europe has failed in the past. 
 
Europe’s economic governance is built on the assumption that each government is 
responsible for its own economic policies. However, Member States are increasingly 
interdependent so that policy decisions in one country spill over into others and affect 
citizens who were never able to chose and legitimise them. The idea of national autonomy 
that was the foundation of the modern nation state has lost its significance in a world of 
transnational unified markets, free capital flows, technological interdependence, and 
especially with a single currency.  The Treaty on European Union recognises this fact and 
asks policy makers to consider their national policies as a “common concern”.1 However, 
the regulatory framework, by which the common concern is translated into reality, is 
underdeveloped. The Lisbon Treaty assigns different roles to different agencies: Member 
State governments are to coordinate their actions with the Council, the Commission is to 
promote the general interest of the Union,2 and citizens are directly represented at Union 
level in the European Parliament.3 It also sets a procedure for the interaction of these 
institutions by specifying how legal acts are adopted and whom they bind (art. 289 and 
294). Thus, with the Lisbon Treaty the European Union has now the institutional 
framework, through which it can pass secondary legislation that regulates what is of 
“common concern”.  
 
                                          
1 TEU Art 121.1: “Member States shall regard their economic policies as a matter of common concern and shall 
coordinate them within the Council, in accordance with the provisions of Article 120.” 
2 TEU Art 17. “The Commission shall promote the general interest of the Union and take appropriate initiatives 
to that end.” 
3 TEU Art. 10: “1. The functioning of the Union shall be founded on representative democracy. 2. Citizens are 
directly represented at Union level in the European Parliament. Member States are represented in the European 
Council by their Heads of State or Government and in the Council by their governments, themselves 
democratically accountable either to their national Parliaments, or to their citizens. 
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Half a century of European integration has created a range of public goods that affect all 
European citizens: common agricultural policy, trade, competition, regional policies, single 
market, the Euro. These policies have created European public goods in the sense that all 
European citizens derive benefits from them and that resources and sacrifices are needed 
to generate them jointly. Unfortunately, because constitutional arrangements have been 
missing before the Lisbon Treaty was adopted, Europe’s institutions have not interacted in 
ways that would have given citizens the sense that their collective interests are well 
managed. Too often the common good has been defined by national interpretations of what 
is “good”, and understandably governments have made decisions that accommodated their 
national constituencies and not the totality of European citizens. The Greek crisis painfully 
proves the point. Earlier Greek governments have fraudulently hidden the extent of public 
borrowing as they were afraid to face elections with an austerity program. Similar 
behaviour has been found to a lesser extent in most other Member States. The 
unsustainable policies in Greece have had spillover effects (externalities) for all citizens in 
the Euro Area and even beyond. However, what gave the Greek crisis a special twist was 
the chauvinist policy debate in Germany that scared the German Chancellor from defending 
the common currency before the important local elections in North Rhine-Westphalia. 
Hence, parochial concerns in some Member States have generated a crisis, which has 
affected citizens all over Europe, from Helsinki to Malta, from Bratislava to Shannon.  
 
These policy failures are not caused by lack of political leadership. They are the inevitable 
consequence of the fractioned intergovernmental polity, in which democratic debates 
among citizens about what is their common good are blocked because governments 
negotiate compromises among themselves, pretending that they are the representatives of 
citizens rather than the European Parliament. This is wrong.4 National governments are 
primarily elected to administer national public goods and they are exclusively accountable 
to their national constituency. They cannot assume responsibility for policies that affect 
citizens in other states. European public goods need to be regulated at the European level 
and the process for legitimizing policy decisions of national concern can never be the same 
as for the common concern of all European citizens. The intergovernmental mode of 
governing Europe is pre-democratic, because it ignores the political equality of European 
citizens. It treats citizens as if they belong to states, rather than states belonging to them.5 
Moreover, it also hollows out traditional nation state democracy, because national 
parliaments have to ratify the negotiated compromises, for otherwise their government 
would lose all authority to deal with other governments. Hence, national parliaments are 
increasingly deprived of the deliberative function in democracy. To remedy this, the Treaty 
has given a greater role to national parliaments in the preparatory period of Council 
decisions, but this makes the problem only worse, for it formally rigidifies partial interests 
by defining “red lines” without much room for preference change or compromise. 
 
The problem with this intergovernmental form of government is a category mistake: the 
common interest cannot be served by a part of the whole. In a democratic society, citizens 
are the principal who owns public goods. As owners of public goods they are all equal, and 
they are free to collectively appoint a government as their agent to administrate their 
public goods. Prior to the election of their government, citizens debate what the common 
good is, i.e. on how they want to live “the good life”, their eudaimonia as Aristotle called it, 
and through this process they form their collective preferences. As their agent, 
governments have to justify the actions taken in the name of citizens and they must give 
an account of how the collective interest was served. In Europe, this principle applies to 
national governments, but when national governments make decisions in the Council that 
affect all Europeans together, it breaks down.  

 
4 See footnote 3 above. 
5 To avoid misunderstandings: policy decisions are about effects for individuals‘ interests; they have nothing to do 
with feelings of identity, belonging to a community, etc. In a democracy, “the people” are constituted by their 
right to vote and nothing else.  
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Partial interests prevail, the gap of democratic legitimacy increases, and the policy 
outcomes are suboptimal, because every actor is seeking to maximise his own utility at the 
expense of others. Political economists call this the problem of collective action.6 
 
Collective action problems arise from an incentive structure, which prevents decision 
makers to simultaneously serve their partial and collective interest. Hence, they generate 
policy outcomes that are suboptimal for Europe’s citizens as a whole. Yet, not all public 
goods are subject to this logic. There is an important set of public goods, where the 
individual and the collective welfare are increased, if every decision maker contributes to its 
realisation. These so-called inclusive public goods have dominated the early phases of 
European integration. Setting up a customs union, or a common market, are decisions 
which can be made by calculating the cost and benefits for each Member State, and if a net 
benefit can be obtained, all governments have an interest to participate in the common 
endeavour and play by the rules, because the positive output justifies compliance.  
 
The idea, whereby “we are all better off if we cooperate”, has been so dominant in building 
the European Union, that it is often overlooked that Europe has now generated an 
increasingly important set of so-called exclusive public goods, where this logic no longer 
applies.7 In this domain, Member State governments serve their interests better by doing 
the opposite of what they want their colleagues to do. Fiscal policy in monetary union is a 
perfect example for this. Because the central bank limits the supply of money in order to 
maintain price stability, money is scarce and demand for funds pushes interest rates up in 
capital markets. Hence, the Stability and Growth Pact seeks to restrain government 
borrowing. If all Member States were to balance their budgets, interest rates in capital 
markets would be low, mainly reflecting demand for funds in the private sector. However, 
for each individual government it would be attractive to borrow at these low interest rates, 
rather than to increase taxes or cut expenditure. But if each state followed this partial 
interest, interest rates would go up, damaging every one. Hence, in this case, partial and 
collective interests diverge and policy realisations are suboptimal. The logic of exclusive 
public goods dominates many macroeconomic policies in monetary union, but also 
structural reform policies: the whole Union may gain, but individual Member States may 
benefit from implementing them only after everyone else has done so and if everyone 
thinks that way, nothing gets done or at least progress is slow. For example, liberalising 
the energy market may generate economies of scale, which are good for everyone, but if 
my partners liberalise before me, I may obtain extra benefits by extending my operations 
in their market while preventing them to come into mine. Hence my industry reaps the 
benefits of scale, but my competitors do not.  
 
Policy making with exclusive public goods poses many new challenges, which have not 
been thought through seriously.8 The easy solution is to call for more policy coordination. 
For example, the Commission has drawn the conclusion from the recent crisis that a 
reinforcement of economic policy coordination is needed.9 However, while this is certainly a 
convincing argument, few policy makers address the issue why policy coordination has 
failed in the past and how the collective action problem may be overcome. It is time that 
Europeans asked themselves why they fail continuously to implement policies that would 
serve their common interests. 
 

                                          
6 Mancur Olson, 1971. The Logic of Collective Action. Public Goods and the Theory of Groups. Cambridge, Mass: 
Harvard University Press. 
7 Se stefan Collignon, 2004. Is Europe going far enough? Reflections on the EU's Economic Governance. In: 
Journal of European Public Policy, Vol. 11.5: 909-925 (download from www.stefancollignon.eu). 
8 But see my see my books: Pour la République européenne (avec Christian Paul); Odile Jacob, Paris, 2008 ;  
Viva la Repubblica Europea!, Editore Marsilio, Venezia, 2008; Bundesrepublik Europa? Die demokratische 
Herausforderung und Europas Krise. Vorwärts Verlag, Berlin, 2007 ; Vive la République européenne; Éditions de 
La Martinière, Paris, 2004; The European Republic. Reflections on the Political Economy of a Future Constitution, 
The Federal Trust, London, 2003 
9 http://ec.europa.eu/economy_finance/articles/euro/documents/2010-05-12-com(2010)250_final.pdf 
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Policy coordination has been defined as “a significant modification of national policies in 
recognition of international interdependencies.”10 However, there is a wide spectrum of 
meanings to the term. We may distinguish at least five forms of cooperation depending on 
how binding a cooperation agreement is.  
 

1. Cooperation only by exchange of information is the weakest form. Policy 
modifications result from insight and voluntary changes in the preferences of actors. 
The European Commission seems to believe that insufficient information is one of 
the main causes for the recent crisis and emphasises the need for better 
surveillance and setting up a “European semester” where “a system of early peer-
review of national budgets would detect inconsistencies and emerging imbalances”.  

2. Coordination as crisis management. An ad hoc reaction may prevent clearly 
perceived negative consequences from not cooperating. This was the logic behind 
the European Stabilisation Mechanism, set up on 9 May 2010. While this form of 
coordination may be appropriate to prevent damage from citizens, it stands on weak 
procedural legitimacy. In Germany, a group of eurosceptic politicians and academics 
have already asked the Constitutional Court to stop the government from making 
loans to other governments in the Euro Area. 

3. Coordination by targets. This requires negotiations between actors who focus on 
specified variables as surrogate for coordination, but leave it to the discretion of 
coordinating partners how the targets will get achieved. This is the underlying logic 
of the “open method of coordination” that emerged from the Lisbon Strategy. It 
produced few results.11 The focus on targets ignores compliance. It hopes and 
assumes partners will do what they say, but it does not deal with incentives and 
inconsistent actions. The Commission now wants to use this approach to “develop a 
scoreboard of indicators to identify alert thresholds for severe imbalances” and set 
“more ambitious budgetary targets”. While this approach may be useful to make 
policy orientations more coherent, it is unlikely to produce better results than the 
Lisbon Strategy. European policy makers should reflect more on the question why 
the open method of coordination has failed to achieve so many targets. 

4. Partial coordination. Partners agree on policy assignment to specific actors, although 
not all partners have to do the same thing. Under this approach, it is possible to 
formulate more binding constraints and even to impose sanctions. Examples are 
making the Stability and Growth Pact more “flexible” by giving different targets 
according to structural policy parameters, like aging dynamics, or having different 
degrees of strictness in the excessive deficit procedure depending on how far public 
debt exceeds the 60%-mark of GDP. However, the question remains, how binding 
policy rules can oblige democratically elected governments to do things they have 
not been elected to do.12 

5. Full coordination: a bargain across all targets and policy instruments that binds all 
actors, because individual policy makers will only get substantial gains by trading off 
less relevant policy issues.  

 
10 P. Mooslechner and M. Schuerz 1999: International macroeconomic policy coordination; Empirica : Journal of 
Applied Economics and Economic Policy, Vol 26.3; Austrian Institute of Economic Research   
11 Stefan Collignon. 2008. Why Europe is Not Becoming the World’s Most Competitive Economy. The Lisbon 
Strategy, Macroeconomic Stability and the Dilemma of Governance without Governments; International Journal of 
Public Policy, Vol. 3, Nos. 1/2, 2008. http://www.stefancollignon.de/PDF/NewLisbonStrategy_8nov.pdf 
12 In the case of Greece, one may argue that the lack of information and the urgency of the crisis required a 
redefinition of the program on which the Papandreou government was elected. However, if there is no urgent 
crisis, how can overruling the democratic choice of the people be justified? This is the question, European policy 
makers avoid. Yet, they know. When the Commission President Prodi demanded France to reduce the structural 
deficit created by tax cuts, President Chirac is known to have said about him: “Does he not know that he is only a 
high civil servant?” 
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This is the usual process in democratic legislative processes, where political parties 
bundle policies into programs, which are then chosen by citizens.13 However, in an 
intergovernmental context, the bargaining between governments prevents the 
formulation of collective preferences because citizens do not have an opportunity to 
choose. In Europe, bundling policy issues into a coherent program and submitting 
alternative platforms for the approval by voters has not really happened yet, 
although Treaty negotiations between Member States do cover a broad range of 
policies. This will change, as the “ordinary legislative process” (art. 294) becomes a 
more frequently used tool for policy coordination in the EU. 

Notice that delegation to a single institution, like in the case of monetary policy, is not 
coordination, because the responsibility for policy design and implementation is unified in 
the hand of a single agent, who is accountable to the principal. The Treaty specifically 
allows such policy making delegation through legislative acts.14 
 
These different forms of cooperation need to be applied to very specific policy issues: there 
are horses for course. Soft methods of policy coordination are appropriate for inclusive 
public goods, but for exclusive public goods either hard constraining rules are necessary, or 
delegation to a single authority. Hard rules must be applied in deterministic environments, 
where the same rule always produces the same results. However, when policies must 
respond to unforeseen shocks, policy delegation to a unified authority is required, because 
only such “government” can act with the discretion and moderation required in the 
circumstances.15 Monetary and fiscal policies are the archetype for such discretionary 
policies. The Euro Area has already centralised monetary authority in the ECB and this bank 
has proven extremely successful in responding to the unforeseen shocks of the recent 
crises. The € 750bn Stabilisation Mechanism decided on 9 May would never have happened 
without the urgent warnings and detailed analysis made by the ECB. What is missing is the 
economic government that could define coherent economic policies, other than monetary,  
and ensure their implementation.  
 
Such an economic government does not require a change in the Treaty.  It can be done 
within the existing institutional framework. Two options are on the table. The idea of 
economic government was first drafted by French policy makers before monetary union 
started. It was rejected by the German government, which had previously suggested a 
political union. It feared that the economic government was a device to undermine ECB 
independence. Unfortunately, the French government never spelled out concretely what it 
meant by economic government, and what responsibilities it should have. Many observers 
suspected that France wanted to run the show. However, since the economic crisis, 
positions have evolved. Now, even the German Chancellor Angela Merkel has called for an 
economic government, although specifying immediately: "The economic government is us" 
(namely the European Council). This approach will fail. The incentive structure of 
intergovernmental cooperation for macroeconomic policies and the partial legitimization of 
what should be the European common good will always prevent the realization of optimal 
policies for all. The other option is to foster the evolution of a European government by 
using art. 294 and the procedure for ordinary legislation (restricted to the Euro Area)16. 
The European Commission would become the economic government by its right to initiate 
legislation; the EP represents citizens' interests after debating the common good. The 
Council would express the legitimate concerns of states and deal with the spillover of 
European into national policies.  

                                          
13 The Lisbon Treaty recognises this role also for the European Union: TEU, art. 10 says: “3. Every citizen shall 
have the right to participate in the democratic life of the Union. Decisions shall be taken as openly and as closely 
as possible to the citizen. 4. Political parties at European level contribute to forming European political awareness 
and to expressing the will of citizens of the Union.” 
14Article 290: “1. A legislative act may delegate to the Commission the power to adopt non-legislative acts of 
general application to supplement or amend certain non-essential elements of the legislative act.” 
15 Stefan Collignon, Is Europe going far enough? Reflections on the EU's Economic Governance. In: Journal of 
European Public Policy, 2004 Vol. 11.5: 909-925. http://www.stefancollignon.de/PDF/Far%20enough.pdf 
16 See Consolidated TEU, art. 5, art. 136-8. 
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I will now discuss how this could be done concretely with respect to budget and debt 
policies and macroeconomic imbalances, the main concerns in the recent Commission 
communication. l will argue that fiscal policy requires a unified policy stance in the Euro 
Area, but wage bargaining could be improved by softer coordination through indicators and 
better flow of information. 

Economic policies after the crisis 
Fiscal policy  
Europe’s fiscal policy must respect the norms of the Excessive Deficit Procedure (not more 
than 3% of GDP for deficits, not more than 60% for debt), which apply in “normal times” as 
defined by the Treaty. For the Euro Area as a whole, the imperatives of the Excessive 
Deficit Procedure have been respected, but individual Member States have frequently 
violated the EDP norms. Given the incentive structure for fiscal policy in monetary union, 
this is not surprising, but it shows that in this domain setting targets and counting on peer 
pressure for implementation is not enough.  
 
In the course of the crisis, budget deficits have risen to the 5 percent level, where they 
have now stabilized. In the United States, new government borrowing is twice as important 
as in the EU, going beyond the 10 percent level, and in Japan it has reached similar 
proportions. Among the Member States of the European Union, only Bulgaria, Estonia, 
Hungary and Malta have remained within the 3 percent deficit target during the recent 
crisis. Borrowing requirements have shot up most dramatically to beyond 10 percent of 
GDP in Greece, Ireland, Spain, Latvia, Lithuania, and in the UK. In the Northern countries, 
like Austria, Germany, Finland and the Netherlands, fiscal deterioration has been 
significantly lower than in the Southern countries, although the borrowing requirements in 
absolute terms are hardly much different between North and South. Figure 1 shows that, 
out of a total new borrowing of € 568 billion, Germany’s share of borrowing in the Euro 
Area is exactly as high as Italy’s, while France borrows as much as both these countries 
together. The borrowing requirements are also of similar size for Greece and the 
Netherlands and for Portugal and Austria. Hence, the relatively stronger deterioration of 
public finances in the South has brought them closer to the North’s position; in sin all men 
are equal. 
 
 
Figure 1. SHARE OF MEMBER STATES’ NET BORROWING IN TOTAL EURO AREA 
DEFICIT (2009) 
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The dramatic deterioration of public finances was the immediate consequence of the deep 
recession, which has shrank the tax base in all Member States. Figure 2 shows government 
revenues and expenditure in the Euro Area, Figure 3 for non-Euro Area countries, all in 
local currency. Deficits have increased suddenly and dramatically during the crisis, mostly 
because of a fall in revenue. Expenses have risen only in Portugal, Finland and Germany, 
and in Denmark and the UK; outside Europe, the United States and Japan witness a 
noticeable rise in public expenditure. Re-igniting economic growth is therefore a conditio 
sine qua non for balancing budgets.  
 
Figure 2. FISCAL POSITIONS IN EURO AREA     
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Figure 3. FISCAL POSITION IN NON-EURO AREA         
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The high deficits have become a stabilizing factor for aggregate demand. Employment 
losses would have been far worse without these deficits. It is clear from Figure 2 and 3, 
that when economic growth returns, revenue will rise again, and deficits will close - 
provided the income is not weakened by tax reforms. However, as the Commission rightly 
points out, growth may not become equally strong across all Member States, because the 
tax bases may have been affected by asset price inflation. This problem will require 
structural adjustment to fiscal policies. In the short run the most important policy focus 
must be to speed up GDP growth. Once the EU comes out of the crisis and GDP exceeds 
previous levels, long term sustainability issues and structural reforms need to get tackled, 
but not before. 
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In this context the question is not whether deficits are excessive, but when is it appropriate 
to start budget consolidation? The answer should be: when reasonable growth has 
returned. This is the task for macroeconomic policy. Economic growth depends on 
investment, and private investment on interest rates and aggregate demand. These 
variables are determined at the level of the currency area as a whole through the 
interaction of monetary and fiscal policy. Monetary policy always interacts with fiscal policy, 
even if the central bank is independent, because the ECB sets interest rates and because 
money supply is composed of credit by the banking system to governments as well as the 
private sector. However, Figure 4 shows that credit to government is a small component of 
money creation in the Euro Area. 
 
Figure 4. 
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With the outbreak of the financial crisis, especially after the Lehman bankruptcy, credit by 
the banking system collapsed. M3, the monetary aggregate which is related to inflation 
expectations, actually fell, because in the climate of great uncertainty banks preferred to 
hold cash balances with the ECB and private sector demand for new credit disappeared. 
The only impulse for credit demand came from the public sector after the stimulus package 
was disbursed. See Figure 5.  
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Figure 5. 
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Note, however, that the counterpart of money supply is credit demand from the Euro Area 
as a whole, i.e. from the private sector and from all governments together.  Stimulating the 
euro economy depends on the aggregate fiscal policy stance. It is practically impossible for 
individual Member States to use budget deficits to stimulate “their” economy, because in 
the single market a large percentage of the stimulus translates into imports from other 
Member States. In addition, some of the stimulus will dissipate to the rest of the world. On 
average nearly a quarter of the Euro Area’s GDP is spent on intra-EU trade, approximately 
half of aggregate government expenditure. Another 13% of GDP are spent on imports from 
outside Europe. An uncoordinated fiscal stimulus by Member States would therefore 
increase a Member State’s debt, and give trade partners a free-ride. For this reasons fiscal 
policy has effectively become a European public good that affects all citizens, at least in the 
Euro Area, and that needs to be managed at the European level. The Stability and Growth 
Pact does not allow such aggregate management. I will make a proposal below, how this 
could be achieved. 
 
Instead of flexible and coordinated fiscal management for the Euro Area, we witness a rush 
to impose fiscal consolidation on all Member States in order to meet the Excessive Deficit 
criteria. Is it reasonable?  During “normal” times, firms borrow savings from households, 
while the government sector and the rest of the world should be in equilibrium. Against this 
benchmark, Figure 6 shows how extraordinary recent developments have been. The Euro 
Area has experienced already two asset bubble crises: one after the dot.com crash in 2000, 
followed by the September 11 shock in 2001, and one starting with BNP Paribas suspending 
its mutual funds in 2007 and then accelerating with the Lehman collapse in 2008. In both 
crises, firms stopped borrowing and started to pay back their debt, while households 
became net borrowers. Thus, in Europe private wealth is the direct mirror of the corporate 
sector.17 The public sector and the rest of the world were close to balance.  Governments 
borrowed less in the first crisis than in the second.  

                                          
17This was different in Japan during the post-bubble years, where government borrowing has compensated for 
debt repayments by the corporate sector and thereby preserved household wealth. 
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The Euro economy recovered in the middle of the decade and the corporate sector 
borrowed actively as investment and growth improved. When the second bubble burst in 
2007/8, the credit collapse was contained, because households and government borrowing 
exceeded corporate savings after the Lehman crisis, and the Euro Area started to borrow 
savings from the rest of the world. The demand stimulus seems to have generated some 
appetite for companies to borrow and invest again, although their “animal spirits” are still 
very weak and far from the borrowing of 10% of GDP which prevailed in the corporate 
sector during the middle of the decade when Europe generated massively jobs. Hence, it is 
too early to withdraw the fiscal stimulus and consolidate public finances. 
 
Figure 6.  
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The sustainability of European debt 
High budget deficits risk creating unsustainable debt positions over time. However, the 
debt-GDP ratio not only depends on fiscal policy but also on the nominal growth rate (the 
sum of economic growth and inflation rates). In most countries, the debt position has 
started to rise with the outbreak of the financial crisis. The Euro Area as a whole had 
previously attained its peek at 74 percent in the mid 1990’s, and then it has gradually 
come down below the 70 percent margin. But after the outbreak of the financial crisis it has 
shot up again, and it is now expected to come close to 90 percent in 2011.  
 
According to the Treaty, each Member State should aim to keep its debt/GDP ratio below 
60 percent. Only 12 countries out of 27 have fulfilled this requirement, namely Bulgaria, 
the Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, Romania, 
Slovakia, Slovenia and Sweden. Major Euro Area members, like France and Germany, have 
persistently let their debt levels rise for over a decade. In Belgium, Italy and Greece the 
ratio exceeds 100 percent. There is remarkable diversity in debt levels across Europe and 
this has not been a major source of instability in the past.  
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Nevertheless, the explosion of public debt is worrisome for a number of reasons. First, with 
rising debt levels, the debt service is becoming more burdensome, and this may cause 
snowball effects that will increase the debt ratio further. Secondly, the rising debt service is 
a form of redistribution from the broad level of tax payers to the few owners of government 
debt. It therefore creates social distortions, which are socially unacceptable and could 
undermine the credibility of European fiscal policy rules. Third, as the burden of the debt 
service is increasing, fiscal adjustment needs to become more radical, and this may render 
the return to sustainable deficits over the medium term much more difficult. This problem 
is particularly hampering the Greek consolidation process at the moment.  
 
Under what conditions is public debt sustainable? Is there a risk for Europe’s debt to 
explode? The answer is no, but the proof is complicated and I will give here only the main 
insights.18 We think of fiscal policy as a set of rules applied to a given level of debt. If a 
government borrows to service its debt, the debt-GDP ratio would increase until tax payers 
become unwilling to pay interests to bondholders. The government is then insolvent. 
Sustainable debt requires that debt eventually converges back to a stable equilibrium level, 
but the size of this level is a priori undefined. Debt is sustainable, when the present value 
of discounted future primary surpluses is sufficient to reimburse the value of public debt.19 
This describes a situation, where no major changes of policy are needed to ensure the 
solvency of a government.  
 
The fiscal policy rules are defined by the Excessive Deficit Procedure (EDP). If the reference 
values of 3 and 60% for deficits and debt are not met, Member States have to make extra 
consolidation efforts to bring deficits back into the acceptable range. These two rules 
regarding deficits and debt are consistent, as long as the economy grows at a nominal rate 
of 5 percent.20 If growth is less, the ratio will rise. However, the rules do not specify, how 
quickly deviations from the rule must be corrected. The EDP only sets procedural rules, but 
how much effort governments make is up to them, although the Commission and the 
Council are supposed to supervise them. In actuality, it takes years until debt levels come 
down to the reference value. There used to be little debate on how much consolidation 
effort is necessary to ensure long run sustainability, but the Commission now is putting this 
topic on the agenda. In this context, one may observe a simple rule that guarantees 
sustainability. 
 
We assume that a government has two ways to react to an excessive deficit: it may correct 
the excess borrowing by bringing the deficit down by a fraction alpha of what is required to 
reach the target. For example if the deficit is 4 percent, while the target is 3 percent, 
alpha=0.5 means the budget correction is 1/2 percentage point of GDP. Similarly, beta is a 
coefficient for correcting the excess of the debt ratio over 60 percent. In the past, European 
fiscal policy has mainly focused on alpha, but in its recent Communication the Commission 
suggests giving greater attention to beta. Estimates show that alpha is on average around 
25-33%, with Germany the highest (75%) and Denmark the lowest (13%).21 
 
When we combine the fiscal policy rule with the factors that determine the dynamics of 
debt ratios, we get a system of two differential equations which can be solved and yield the 
following insight. First, the long run equilibrium debt ratios are not stable, but depend on 
the policy targets (3% for deficits, 60% for debt), on policy reaction coefficients alpha and 
beta, and on the nominal growth rate of the economy.  

 
18 For details see www.stefancollignon.eu 
19 See Blanchard, Chouraqui, Hagemann and Sartor, 1990. 
20 The long run debt/GDP ratio is defined by d=def/(y+p); where d is the debt ratio, def the deficit, y the growth 
rate and p the inflation rate. Assuming economic growth of 3 percent, inflation of 2 percent and a deficit of 3 
percent yields a debt ratio of 60 percent. 
21 See Centro Europa Ricerche, Report on Europe 2010, Europe adjusting to the Crisis, Roma (download from 
www.stefancollignon.eu). 
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Figure 7 shows the evolution of the steady state equilibrium debt ratio for selected 
European economies and compare it to the actual debt ratios. We observe that the 
equilibrium ratios can vary substantially, largely as a function of economic growth and 
inflation.  
 
In most, but not all, Member States did the equilibrium debt rise as a consequence of the 
economic crisis. In some Member States, like Finland and Germany, it could be significantly 
lower, if their inflation rates would match the ECB target of 2%; in others, like Spain, the 
ratio would be higher. However, the most worrisome aspect is how far actual debt ratios 
can deviate from the equilibrium and how long it takes to converge to it. 
 
Figure 7. PUBLIC DEBT IN THE STEADY STATE         
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This leads us to the second question, namely whether actual debt rations have a tendency 
to converge to the steady state, or do they explode? The mathematics to answer the 
question is not trivial, but the simplified solution is that the policy adjustment coefficient 
alpha must be larger than the difference between the interest and the growth rate.22 
Estimates show that this has always been the case over the last 30 years and that the 
Stability and Growth Pact has not modified policy behavior by Member States.  

                                          
22 See S. Collignon and S. Mundschenk, 1999.  The Sustainability of Public Debt in Europe; Economia 
Internazionale 1999 – Numero Speciale, Supplemento al Vol. LII, Num. 1, Febbraio.  
http://www.stefancollignon.de/Download06.htm 
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However, the sustainability of public debt depends crucially on the difference of interest 
rates on debt and the economic growth rate. It determines the burden to tax payers and 
therefore ultimately their willingness to service the debt. Figure 8 shows that in recent 
years, the growth-adjusted interest rate has been close to zero. This position needs to be 
maintained. Monetary policy is contributing to this, but most important is maintaining 
growth. 
 
Figure 8.  GROWTH ADJUSTED REAL INTEREST RATE        
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Hence we can conclude that from the point of view of modern economic theory, long run 
debt levels in Europe are sustainable, although it may not look that way from a short run 
perspective. However, this is a problem when theory meets the market. If debt levels are 
rising, even if they are sustainable, governments need to raise additional funds and short-
sighted markets may get worried and refuse to buy new government debt. This is what has 
happened to Greece. The answer to this problem is twofold: governments must attach 
greater attention to debt management with the purpose of smoothing the maturity of 
government bonds. Second, Europe needs deep and liquid sovereign bond markets. Policy 
proposal II explains how this can be done. 
 
Competitiveness and macroeconomic imbalances 
Over the first decades of the euro, large current account imbalances have accumulated and 
many observers have expressed concern about this development. The European 
Commission services have provided an excellent analysis for the underlying causes and 
factors.23 The bottom line argument is that sustained current account deficits can be a sign 
of catch-up growth or of deteriorating competitiveness. I will concentrate here on the issue 
of unit labour cost competitiveness. However, we should first clarify some misperceptions. 

                                          
23 Quarterly Report on the Euro Area, 2010, vol 9.1: 
http://ec.europa.eu/economy_finance/publications/qr_euro_area/2010/pdf/qrea201001en.pdf. 
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The current account balance is the difference between domestic savings and investment 
and a deficit signals that capital inflows (i.e. foreign savings) supplement domestic savings. 
This transfer of foreign resources lowers a country’s net foreign assets or increases its 
external debt. When foreigners are no longer willing to lend, or withdraw funds, a deficit 
country runs out of reserves and this fact is the ultimate constraint on the resource 
balance.  
 
In monetary union, however, the resource balance applies no longer to individual Member 
States, but to the monetary economy as a whole, because foreign exchange reserves are 
held by the central bank and any commercial bank, regardless of its location, has 
unrestricted access to it. Thus, the common and unrestrained access to central bank money 
abolishes constraints on national resource balances, because individual Member State 
economies cannot run out of reserves. Only the current account for the Euro Area as a 
whole matters for the savings-investment balance: within the Euro Area, the ECB controls 
money supply and sets the budget constraint for the banking system. Households, firms 
and governments keep their savings with commercial banks, which allocate these financial 
resources to the most profitable projects, regardless of where the investment opportunities 
are geographically located. In other words, the European banking system collects the total 
amount of savings in the Euro Area and redistributes it according to risk-return 
considerations.  
 
Hence, the idea that Member States should balance their current accounts within the Euro 
Area is misguided. A current account deficit in less developed regions can be a sign for 
catch-up growth, if capital inflows fund attractive investment opportunities. It could also 
indicate a loss of competitiveness, if regional unit labour costs are higher than in partner 
states. In the first case, the current account deficit is desirable, in the second it is a sign of 
weakness. A “good” current account deficit is correlated with economic growth, a “bad” one 
with stagnation. The same is true for government borrowing. If public debt finances 
investment, it may accelerate growth and increase the current account deficit; but if the 
government borrows for consumption purposes, it may slow down economic growth. Table 
1 gives an indication for the different positions of EU Member States. However, when 
government deficits rise because economic growth is hampered by the loss of 
competitiveness, public debt will become unsustainable. Financial markets may then no 
longer be willing to fund sovereign debt because they worry about defaults caused by 
insufficient revenue. The way out is then to improve competitiveness by raising 
productivity.  

Table 1. Public investment in the EU, 2009
% of GDP
Euro area 2.8 EU 27 2.9
Austria 1.1 Denmark 2.1
Germany 1.7 Hungary 2.7
Belgium 1.8 United King 2.7
Malta 2.2 Sweden 3.7
Slovakia 2.3 Latvia 3.9
Italy 2.4 Lithuania 3.9
Portugal 2.4 Cyprus 4.1
Finland 2.8 Bulgaria 4.8
Greece 2.9 Estonia 4.9
France 3.3 Poland 5.3
Luxembour 3.6 Czech Rep 5.4
Netherland 4 Romania 5.4
Spain 4.4
Ireland 4.5
Slovenia 4.9  
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Internationally, cost competitiveness varies with exchange rates, but in monetary union, 
there are no exchange rates. For the Euro Area, we must therefore look at the evolution of 
unit labour costs as the main indicator for competitiveness. The Macroeconomic Policy 
Dialogue has formulated a soft rule, whereby nominal wage increases should not exceed 
productivity gains plus the ECB inflation target.  
 
Unit labour cost is defined as the level of nominal wages relative to productivity, hence the 
amount of euros spent on labour to produce one unit of output. Figure 9 shows the 
evolution of ULC levels since monetary union started.24 It appears that the average 
increase in Euro Area ULC have been modest, with 1.5% well below the ECB inflation 
target. Nominal wage restraint has contributed to the overall price stability of the euro, 
while changes in unit labour costs are largely driven by variations in labour productivity. 
 
However, between Member States significant divergences persist. Unit labour costs in the 
South have been rising, in the North stagnating or even falling.  Portugal has unabatedly 
persisted with high unit labour cost increases. Spain, Greece and Italy have also had rapid 
increases in ULC, moving from below-average to above-average labour cost levels. Today, 
Portugal, Spain, Italy, and Greece are the most expensive labour locations in Europe (we 
consider Luxemburg with its high banking concentration as a special case). The opposite is 
true for Germany. It first kept unit labour costs stable, while they were rising in the Euro 
Area; unit labour costs then actually fell in absolute terms after the Hartz-reforms started 
to bite. Today Germany is the cheapest labour cost location in the Euro Area. Finland has 
maintained its initial competitive advantage, at which it entered the euro. Austria has 
followed the German wage trajectory until Germany started to go against the stream of all 
other Euro Member State. The financial crisis has slowed down this divergence, mainly 
because it reduced productivity in Germany (due to Kurzarbeit), and improved it in some 
southern countries, especially in Spain (due to high unemployment). However, there is little 
evidence for structural change in wage bargaining behaviour.   
 
Deeper analysis reveals that the main cause for diverging ULC levels is the sectoral 
orientation of wage bargaining leadership. In Germany, wages in the tradable (export) 
sector set the tone for the other sector negotiations; in the South it is the non-tradable 
sector that leads with an inward-looking orientation.25 Thus, there is a case for greater 
coordination of national wage bargaining with the overall policy orientation of the Euro 
Area. Wage negotiators must take into account that if they increase nominal wages more 
than productivity plus the ECB inflation target, they may push the ECB into restrictive 
mode, which would be bad for employment all over the Union. In the North, they must 
understand that their behaviour of keeping ULV below the ECB target contributes to 
excessive increases in the South, because the ECB cannot react to Southern inflation. 
However, wage restraint in the South is also in wage bargainers’ interest, for otherwise the 
South loses all jobs to the North. On the other side, the North must recognise that 
increasing wages less than productivity plus inflation target may give them comparative 
advantages over the South, but slows down demand and growth at home and in partner 
countries.  
 

 
24 The relative levels were calculated by assuming real ULC, i.e. the wage shares in 1999 reflected the starting 
competitiveness positions in 1999. Quarterly data for Portugal are not available, but annual data show Portugal to 
be the country with the highest ULC in the Euro Area. See Collignon, 2009. Wage developments in Euroland or: 
the Failure of the Macroeconomic Dialogue; 
http://www.stefancollignon.de/PDF/WagedevelopmentsinEuroland34.pdf 
25 See Centro Europa Ricerche, 2009, Report on Europe: Mastering the Crisis; 
http://www.stefancollignon.de/PDF/RapCer_0109_inglese.pdf 
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The appropriate form of coordination for wage bargaining, which is characterized by 
innumerable and highly diversified wage contracts, is to improve the flow of information by 
opening up national economic debates to the European requirements. This was the 
intention of the Macroeconomic Policy Dialogue (MPD). It was set up in 1999 and involves 
not only Member State governments and the European Central Bank, but also social 
partners. The purpose is to facilitate the flow of information between policy makers and 
social partners, so that wage settlements will not create inflationary pressures (second 
round effects after negative price shocks) to which the ECB would respond by rising interest 
rates. But again, the problem with this MPD is the lack of binding commitments on either 
side of the dialogue. If macroeconomic management is to become more efficient, the 
institutional arrangements in the Euro area must become more coherent, and decisions 
must oblige and bind all policy makers.  
 
This can only be accomplished if institutions at the European level can command full 
democratic legitimacy. Policy proposal III makes a suggestion, how this could be achieved. 
 
Figure 9. UNIT LABOUR COST LEVELS IN THE EURO AREA         
(1999Q1: nominal = real ULC) 
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Policy proposals for reforming Europe’s economic 
governance 
In this section, I will make three proposals to improve the management of the European 
economy that would take into account the political requirements for overcoming the 
collective action problems discussed in the first part. They do not envisage setting up an 
“economic government” ex ovo, but realizing them by using the procedures for secondary 
legislation with the co-decision of the Council and the European Parliament would gradually 
allow the Euro Area to grow into a reality, where the Commission became the administrator 
of the economic government, while the Council and Parliament jointly provide democratic 
legitimacy. 
 
Proposal I. Integrating European and national budget policies by 
tradable deficit permits 
A single currency area requires coherent, unified and aggregate fiscal policy stance in order 
to deal with macroeconomic shocks affecting the whole of the Euro Area.  Given that the 
bulk of expenditure in the EU is allocated by national governments, a mechanism is needed 
to define the desired aggregate fiscal position (total public expenditure minus revenue). 
The aggregate fiscal policy stance should reflect the economic conditions of the whole of 
European Monetary Union, but also national preferences for the allocation of resources. The 
aggregate policy stance should be determined by a European Directive, subject to the 
ordinary legislative process.  
 
Once the aggregate deficit is defined at the European level, each jurisdiction is assigned a 
share of this total deficit. Within their assigned quota, national governments are free to set 
their priorities in response to their voters’ preferences. 
Technically the procedure of first defining the macroeconomic aggregate and then its micro 
application in a second step is not unusual.  For example, the French Parliament votes first 
a macroeconomic framework law, so that the subsequent detailed item voting within the 
overall budget constraint (les arbitrages) ensures that specific preferences remain coherent 
with the overall stability requirement. Similarly, the budget process in Italy defines first the 
multi-annual macroeconomic framework law, the DPEF, and then the legge finanziaria, 
which implements the actual budget allocations.26 In our proposal, the macroeconomic 
stance is voted by the European Parliament and the Council, the micro-application by 
national parliaments. 
 
In the European context, such an instrument could be developed by transforming the Broad 
Guidelines of Economic Policies (BEPG) defined in Art. 121 into secondary legislation. The 
purpose is to define a binding annual macroeconomic framework law.  These guidelines 
would set the authorised aggregate spending and income targets for all EU public 
authorities (from municipalities to regions, nations and the EU budget), as they seem 
relevant for the business cycle, but also with respect to intergenerational burden sharing. 
As such the BEPG would effectively define the aggregate budget deficit of the European 
Union for any given year. This would ensure vertical flexibility of Europe’s fiscal policy.  
 
In order to give these revamped Broad Economic Policy Guidelines binding legitimacy, 
which entitles the European Union to superimpose budget rules on national parliaments, it 
is essential that they have full democratic legitimacy. An un-elected Fiscal Policy Committee 
of “experts” would be totally incompatible with fundamental democratic norms. This is why 
these Guidelines must take the form of an “ordinary legislative process” (Art. 294), in other 
words it is not enough to let the Council take decision, but the European Parliament must 
approve it as well.  

 
26 Amato, G. 2002. Verso un DPEF Europeo; NENS No.4 (Nuova Economia Nuova Società), luglio, p.15-19. 
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Once the aggregate fiscal policy stance has been determined, the respective shares of 
income, expenditure and deficits have to be allocated to national governments. An obvious 
benchmark for the allocation of these shares would be the GDP-weight of respective 
Member States. However, this does not take into account asymmetric shocks or 
heterogeneous preferences for the intergenerational distribution of tax burden. A 
mechanism is therefore necessary that introduces horizontal flexibility to deal with 
deviation from the initial allocations without violating the aggregate policy stance.  
 
One method would simply be to leave the authorisation for deviations to negotiations in the 
Council. No doubt, this solution would delight civil servants in national administrations. A 
more elegant way could be the introduction of tradable deficit permits.27  Under this 
procedure each Member State would have the right to sell part of its deficit quota to other 
administrations. If a country chose to borrow more than authorised by its quota, it would 
have to buy additional deficit permits from countries, which do not wish to use their own 
quota.  
 
One advantage of tradable deficit permits is their decentralised enforceability. A deficit 
permit gives the right to borrow, but one could pass a law, whereby banks are legally 
prohibited to lend to public authorities if they do not have the required deficit permits. 
Markets are therefore policing fiscal policy out of self-interest. This application can also be 
decentralised to lower level jurisdictions (regions, municipalities, etc.) as long as they have 
borrowing authority. National governments would then have to set a domestic procedure 
for re-allocating their national quota to lower level authorities.  
 
This solves one of the vexed problems of “domestic stability pacts”, which has been a major 
obstacle for meeting the Maastricht criteria in federalist states, such as in Germany. 
 
Furthermore, by making these permits tradable, the political option of borrowing versus 
taxing obtains a price that reflects the relevant scarcity of funds.  The procedure therefore 
invites a public debate about citizens’ preferences. It contributes to the democratic 
decision-making regarding budget policies in Europe and mitigates the tension between 
aggregate European and partial national interests. 
 
Proposal II. Private union bonds 
The perception of a rising default risk by the Hellenic Republic has destabilized the Euro 
Area’s banking system. The European Financial Stabilisation Mechanism has provided some 
bridging finance, but if a government would default on its debt after having received credits 
from other Member States, a serious constitutional problem would arise. The Lisbon Treaty, 
Art. 125, states unambiguously that neither the Union nor Member States shall “be liable 
for or assume the commitments” of public authorities in the EU. This means that 
governments are allowed to make loans to other governments, because it is expected that 
the lender will get the money back; but if the debt is restructured and part of it is forgiven, 
lending countries would have “assumed” the commitment and their taxpayers would have 
become liable for debt in defaulting countries. This is not a banal issue.  

                                          
27 Casella, A. 2001. Trade-able Deficit Permits: in:  Brumila, A., Buti, M and Franco, D. 2001. The Stability and 
Growth Pact, The Architecture of Fiscal Policy in EMU. London: Palgrave. 
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The ECB has now announced that it will buy some sovereign debt titles in the open 
market.28 These measures are designed to sustain the liquidity of the banking system and 
to prevent a systemic meltdown. However, the ECB has not indicated which government 
bonds it is likely to buy. Given that it seeks to remedy market disfunctionalities, one may 
expect that it will intervene in securities where yield spreads are large. But this could put 
the ECB in a weak position. On the one hand asymmetric interventions would distort the 
bond market, which is supposed to price the default risk for sovereign bonds. On the other 
side, the ECB could be accumulating debt of low quality and it might, in the end, be sitting 
on a pile of nonperforming assets if the government were to default. 
 
An elegant solution to minimize these dangers is to pool sovereign risks. Portfolio theory 
has shown that combining assets with different characteristics in a unified portfolio reduces 
volatility (uncertainty) and increases returns relative to risk. This stabilization effect could 
be used to integrate the European bond market and protect government loans against 
sovereign defaults. This can be done by creating an asset backed security, consisting of 
collateralized government debt obligations, which we will call Private Union Bonds (UB).  
Union Bonds are issued by a specially designed Union Bond Trust (UBT), which can be set 
up by private banks and/or semi-public entities. The Trust buys public debt from banks and 
other investors. The securities will essentially be government bonds, but they could be 
extended to loans made by governments under the European Financial Stabilisation 
Mechanism. This would remove the risk that governments are liable for other states in case 
of a sovereign default. The Trust would become the owner of a pool of national debt titles 
(the collateral). In order to substantiate the notion of European solidarity, the composition 
of the Trust’s assets will reflect the national shares in the ECB capital. Thus, individual 
government debt titles are the Trust’s assets, and Union Bonds are the liability of the UBT.  
 
The UBT sells Union Bonds to investors, which are banks, pension funds, insurance 
companies, foreign Sovereign Wealth Funds, etc. Government treasuries can also be buyers 
of Union Bonds. Investors buy Union Bonds and receive payment derived from the income 
of the collateral according to a defined structure of tranches.  
 
This allows pooling the risks and returns of different national debt titles and to structure 
them so that they reflect the needs and preferences of investors and debtors in. Union 
Bonds could cover the full range of the yield curve. They are tradable in capital markets, 
where the overall quality and credit-worthiness of sovereign borrowers is constantly 
evaluated. Yet, as a portfolio, Union Bonds are less vulnerable to the hazards of 
international rating agencies because they reflect a weighted average of securities. Union 
Bonds therefore contribute to the integration of the European bond market.  
 
Potential risks are the default of a collateral component, which may affect the debt service 
(if a borrower suspends payment) and/or the principal (in case of debt restructuring). 
There is also an interest risk, which results from high yield spreads for different national 
government bonds. If the UBT holds assets with early repayment clauses, there may also 
be a repayment risk. Institutions that sell individual government debt titles to the UBT, 
such as banks, insurance companies and semi-public entities, will gain by removing 
potentially non-performing assets from their balance sheets and lower their risk exposure. 
Given the quality of the underlying assets, Union Bonds should have no problem to be rated 
in the high A’s. Hence they would qualify for European Central Bank collateral in repo 
transactions or in open market operations. This would also serve the ECB by reducing its 
risk exposure. 
 

 
28 “In view of the current exceptional circumstances prevailing in the market, the Governing Council decided: 
To conduct interventions in the euro area public and private debt securities markets (Securities Markets 
Programme) to ensure depth and liquidity in those market segments which are dysfunctional. The objective of this 
programme is to address the malfunctioning of securities markets and restore an appropriate monetary policy 
transmission mechanism. (…)” http://www.ecb.int/press/pr/date/2010/html/pr100510.en.html 
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The issuance of private Union Bonds could contribute to the denouement of the Greek crisis 
in three ways. First, it could overcome bottlenecks in funding the Greek adjustment 
program by bundling newly issued Greek debt of low quality with high quality debt of other 
Member States. This does not mean that governments would issue a joint bond, something 
that Member States with good signatures and low interest rates, like Germany, would 
understandably resist. In fact, governments would still issue debt on their own, but the UBT 
would bundle them into the Union Bond portfolio. The advantage is that the fund can 
provide demand and liquidity for the new issue, which otherwise may be absent. Union 
Bonds could therefore provide funding during the adjustment period with minimized moral 
hazard problems, while vigilant markets asses default risks on an individual country by 
country basis. Second, Union Bonds can reduce the cost of borrowing for governments 
during the adjustment period, because the UBT will become a major buyer of individual 
government debt titles. It can thereby prevent that fire sales push yields to excessive levels 
and would support the sustainability of debt. Third, it could reduce the risks of a banking 
crisis following a sovereign default, because banks can diversify their risk exposure orderly 
in advance. These three factors would restore stability in the financial markets and 
regenerate trust in the euro. Although they may not actually prevent a default, their main 
advantage is the separation between sovereign and private debtors. Because banks would 
not have to fear liquidity bottlenecks, they would continue to fund profitable investment 
opportunities and thereby support economic growth and the sustainability of debt. The 
transformation of isolated national bonds into securitized Union Bonds would therefore give 
credibility to the no-bail-out clause in the Treaty of the European Union. 
 
In addition to the stabilizing portfolio effect, some incentives may be needed to ensure the 
success of Union Bonds. These incentives need to deal primarily with liquidity and risk-
return considerations, although one could also consider marginal tax incentives for holders 
of Union Bonds, if this is politically desired.29 With respect to liquidity, the most important 
institutional support is the eligibility of Union Bonds as acceptable assets for monetary 
policy operations of the Eurosystem. Possibly of greater importance are risk-return 
considerations. For some investors the average yield of a Union Bond portfolio may seem 
unattractive. Others may specifically value the risk reduction compared to individual 
government bond.  
 
However, most importantly, having lent money under the European Financial Stabilisation 
Mechanism, governments must be concerned about protecting themselves against capital 
losses, which could be seen as a debt assumption of other Member States’ debt in case of a 
default.  
 
In order to deal with these issues it would be possible to adjust the payment structure of 
securities issued by the Union Bond Trust as a waterfall. For example, a “principal only” 
tranche of the Union Bond has highest priority over other debtors in case of a partial 
default, but it would receive interest remuneration only at the rate of the lowest national 
government bond (presumably German Bunds). Governments could then buy this tranche 
and give taxpayers the maximum certainty that they will get their money back. The excess 
yield from the UBT’s income is paid out to investors in the sub-par tranche. Thus, investors 
buying this tranche would get higher yields, but they would also run higher risks. In order 
to avoid excesses in the sub-par market, financial regulators could impose prudency rules. 
Structuring Union Bonds in this way makes it possible to sell Union Bonds to risk averse 
investors, such as government agencies, and also to more high-yield oriented investors in 
the private sector. It is an elegant way of avoiding the constitutional problems of a bailout. 
 

                                          
29 Previous experience with the Ecu, which was a portfolio of national currencies in the European Monetary 
System, proved that the development of private Ecu markets benefited from capital control exemptions in Italy 
and France. 
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Proposal III. Reforming the macroeconomic dialogue 
The basic norm for European wage bargaining must be that nominal wages increase in line 
with productivity and the inflation target of the ECB. Temporary deviations between 
countries and overtime, caused by economic shocks, may occasionally be allowed, but the 
general trend in wage bargaining must respect this rule. Deviations from the rule should be 
publicly discussed and justified. In order to increase public acceptance and compliance, 
which is crucial during wages negotiations, this debate should take place in a transparent, 
mutual and openly accessible forum.  
 
One should therefore transfer the Macroeconomic Policy Dialogue from the Council to the 
European Parliament. Parliament would invite social partners to regular public hearings on 
wage negotiations and subsequently make recommendations to social partners and Member 
States governments. These hearings could be coordinated with the auditions of the ECB-
President in the European Parliament. Prior to these hearings, national macro-dialogues 
could still take place within Member States, as they do today. This reform would render 
wage bargaining more transparent with respect to the macroeconomic policy requirements 
of the Euro area as a whole. It would, therefore, foster a new culture of stability-oriented 
income policies in Europe. One may also consider whether a more binding mechanism is 
ultimately required when unit labor costs deviate persistently from trend. This could be 
modeled on the procedures to impose sanctions under the Stability and Growth Pact. More 
detailed work and collaboration with social partners is required.  
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Abstract 
 
The recent global financial and debt crisis has exposed, for the first time 
in its ten years of existence, the underlying problems, weaknesses and 
vulnerabilities existing in the governance and coordination of the Euro 
Area (EA) fiscal framework, which have ended producing a major blow to 
its previous reputation and well gained trust.  
 
What can be done? It is rather clear that the EA needs a new fiscal 
framework independently of the success of the recent European Stability 
Fund. There are several ways to improve the present fiscal framework, 
all of them second best and less efficient than aiming ideally for an EA 
joint Treasury and Budget, which is still too far reaching. 
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The recent global financial and debt crisis has exposed, for the first time in its ten years of 
existence, the underlying problems, weaknesses and vulnerabilities existing in the 
governance and coordination of the Euro Area (EA) fiscal framework, which have ended 
producing a major blow to its previous reputation and well gained trust. 
    
1) The Stability and Growth Pact (SPG) has not been able to impede the very large increase 
in the EA Member States public deficits. The EA average general government deficit 
increased from -0.6% of GDP in 2007 to around 7.0% in 2010 and the EA average level of 
public debt, increased from 66% of GDP in 2007 to close 88% in 2010, (excluding 
contingent liabilities related to population ageing). 
 
2) The “one fits all” single monetary policy of the ECB has helped to induce growing 
macroeconomic imbalances within the EA by applying the same nominal interest rates to 
Member States with large growth and inflation differentials, which affect very seriously its 
proper and effective functioning. From an almost balanced position in 1999, current 
account surpluses have reached 7% in 2007 and aggregated current account deficits have 
gone up from 3.5% in 1999, to 9.7% of GDP in 2007. 
 
3) The slow, hesitant and often uncoordinated reaction by Member States to the Greek 
fiscal crisis has induced a very large sovereign debt crisis when financial markets have 
finally decided to discipline the EA Member States for not being able to solve it quickly and 
decisively, producing large contagion effects to other Member States and eventually to the 
EA as a whole and the euro. Markets have realised the absence of any proper mechanism in 
the EA able to deal with and resolve these crisis situations, putting at risk their general 
confidence on the construction of EMU and on its three basic pillars, i.e., the ECB 
independence, the non-bail out clause and the excessive deficit procedure (EDP) of the 
SGP. 
 
4) The large rescue package to save Greece and the new European Stabilization Fund (ESF) 
approved “in extremis” over the weekend May 8-9 2010 in collaboration with the IMF and in 
close coordination with the ECB, to avoid a “Black Monday” the next day, (six months after 
Prime Minister Papandreou send his sign of alarm about Greece's huge fiscal problems) 
shows all the weaknesses of the present EA fiscal governance. The Commission, Eurostat 
and the SGP did not know about the Greek situation in advance and thus did not act 
accordingly. Moreover, this package seems to violate the Treaty “non bail clause” in the 
sense that EA taxpayers are assuming indirectly the risks of the sovereign debt purchased 
by the Fund in case of default by Greece. Furthermore, the ECB decision to start purchasing 
government debt from countries facing funding difficulties could be a violation the spirit 
(but not the letter, because the ECB does not buy it directly and is sterilizing it) of the “non 
monetization rule” 
 
What can be done? It is rather clear that the EA needs a new fiscal framework 
independently of the success of the recent European Stability Fund. There are several ways 
to improve the present fiscal framework, all of them second best and less efficient than 
aiming ideally for an EA joint Treasury and Budget, which is still too far reaching.  
 
1) Forging a new SGP by making it truly enforceable through changing the way its 
decisions are taken on the EDP. The Member States which are “sinners” cannot be their 
own judges. The rule breakers should have EU funds withheld and voting rights suspended. 
More credible rules should be introduced: General Government over the cycle deficits are a 
complex rule difficult to compute. Deficits are more sustainable when debt is lower and/or 
growth is faster and/or when Member States have less contingent liabilities. Growth is a 
precondition for fiscal stability, not something to be traded against it. Putting Member 
States in a situation of debt-deflation will not stabilise their economies and will destabilise 
their politics. 
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a) There is a need for a more independent system of evaluating and enforcing fiscal 
responsibility on Member States. This can be achieved by fixed rules that will be 
automatically applied to any Member State when found to be breaching them or, 
alternatively, by allowing the European Commission to initiate the ED procedures and to 
apply them as well, independently of the Member States. This second alternative is more 
difficult to apply, given that Member States are still fiscally sovereign, while the first is 
easier, given that the same Member States could agree previously on the rules and 
sanctions that should be automatically applied to them.  
 
What is not possible is to continue with a system by which the same Member States decide, 
by qualified majority, if the ED procedures apply and how. What happened when Germany 
and France EDP’s were not applied because it was not possible to achieve a qualified 
majority, ruined the EDP and gave a strong incentive to other Member States to get into 
excessive deficits. 
 
b) There is also a clear need to change the present EDP rules. The rules should be centred 
on debt levels (stocks) and not on deficits (flows), while at the same time, as it happened, 
debt levels of Member States have been left to go up well above their sustainability limits. 
This change is based on three reasons: First, it gives more room for manoeuvre to Member 
States that have been more fiscally prudent in the past and which have shown to follow a 
more credible and sustainable long term fiscal policy. Second, it would be a far more simple 
rule than the present “over the cycle” rule for guessing general government deficits, which 
is extremely complex to compute given that it needs to be based on output gaps, which are 
themselves highly complex and difficult to guess and finally the deficit composition in the 
Member States, is different introducing more difficulties. Third, in the case of a huge 
financial crisis, like the present one, the premium for the less profligate Member States 
would be even larger giving an incentive to the others to behave better in the future. 
 
c) This change needs to be introduced at the same time as a temporary transition rule to 
put pressure on Member States with high debts levels to reduce them up to a level that it is 
considered sustainable in the medium to long run. Member States experiencing higher 
growth rates and more room to catch up should have higher levels of sustainable debt than 
countries more developed and mature and with lower growth rates. Member States with 
higher contingent long-term liabilities derived from population ageing in terms of future 
higher pensions and health costs should have lower levels of debt than member countries 
with lower future contingent liabilities. Larger Member States which can produce larger 
negative spillovers on the rest of the Member States should be subject to more stringent 
debt levels than small Member States. 
 
d) Imposing fines to rule breaker Member States is not the most efficient way to sanction 
them because it increases their debts. It should be more efficient to impose on them fiscal 
contractions or to withhold European funds or to suspend voting rights in the Eurogroup 
decisions.   
 
2) Encouraging structural reforms to avoid large EA macroeconomic and 
competitiveness imbalances. These imbalances should be dealt much more through 
increases in productivity than by reducing wages. That is, by encouraging or even imposing 
strong structural reforms in the product and labour markets of the large current account 
deficit Member States, instead of using fiscal and monetary macro-policies, which are not 
efficient to fixing microeconomic problems. Nevertheless, surplus Member States should 
also help, at the same time, to reduce these imbalances through fostering their own 
consumption and internal demand, otherwise, deficit Member States will end being pushed 
into inflationary policies to avoid deflation and/or stagnation, which may undermine the 
ECB independence.  
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a) Even if it is true that the EA is not a real closed economy where the current account 
surpluses in some Member States are by definition mirrored by current account deficits in 
other Member States, the truth is that when the EA current account transactions with the 
rest of the world was zero per cent of total GDP, it was behaving as a closed economy and 
internal surpluses would be matched by internal deficits. Some Member States are in deficit 
because they are less competitive than other Member States and they are less so either 
because their margins and wages levels are higher than those Member States which are in 
surplus or because their productivity levels are lower than in the others or because of both. 
 
Conversely, other Member States are in surplus because they are more competitive within 
the EA either because their wages and margins levels are relatively lower or because their 
productivity levels are higher or both, than those in deficit. But it can also happen that 
Member States in current account surplus tend to be mature and highly developed, having 
a lower rate of consumption and investment and a higher rate of savings than the deficit 
Member States and therefore, by definition, they have a current account surplus while 
those Member States in deficit tend to have a higher internal consumption and investment 
demand growth than their own savings and need to finance this higher internal demand 
with the savings of the surplus Member States. 
 
For instance, Germany which is the largest world exporter of goods exports to the rest of 
the EU Member States 26.6% of its GDP but only imports from the rest of the EU 21.3% of 
its GDP, while Greece exports to the rest of the EU only 5% of its GDP while imports 14.3% 
of its GDP. In terms of goods and services, Germany total exports are 49% of its GDP and 
total imports are 41% of its GDP while Greece exports 23% and imports 34% of its GDP. 
Therefore, Germany has a total current account surplus of 8% of its GDP and a trade 
surplus within the EU (only in goods) of 5.3% of its GDP. Given that Germany’s GDP is 28 
per cent of the EA, only its trade account surplus within the EA is 1.5 per cent of the EA 
GDP, while Greece that is only 2.5% of the EA GDP, its trade deficit is only 0.2% of the 
total EA GDP. In the end, Germany’s trade surplus within the EA is double than the sum of 
the trade deficits of Spain, Greece and Portugal.  
 
Therefore, encouraging or imposing structural reforms on Member States with current 
account deficits, to increase their productivity and to reduce their costs, should be done at 
the same time as asking or imposing surplus Member States to foster their internal 
demand, otherwise it will be extremely difficult to avoid large imbalances. It is true that 
current account surplus Member States have invested a relevant part of their surplus in 
sovereign debt of the deficit Member States through their banking systems and that this is 
one of the main reasons why they have not let down Greece. Nevertheless, their banks did 
not do a very good job analysing their risks that they were taking. 
 
3) Introducing a new and transparent crisis resolution mechanism. The EA has paid 
great attention to introduce prevention rules and institutions to avoid “fires”, but it has 
forgotten that it also needs a “fire brigade” to act swiftly in case the prevention 
mechanisms fail. Sometimes, crisis prevention is not enough and a clear resolution 
mechanism should be in place and intervene when the crisis of a Member State finally 
arrives. The 750 billion euros “bazooka” approved in the last 9th of May is only the hard way 
to stop a self-fulfilling crisis, to avoid contagion to other Member States and to help contain 
the crisis within a given Member State, which is also necessary. Nevertheless, it is also 
important to have a system that not only allows any EA Member State to receive extra 
funds under strong conditionality both from the IMF, the EU Commission and the Member 
States, in order to get out of it, but also that the Member State under this situation is able 
to, eventually, organize an orderly restructuring of its debts with its creditors. 
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The EA cannot stabilize totally and avoid sovereign future debt runs from financial markets 
without a solid framework for crisis resolution and the ability to deal with a sovereign 
default by a Member State. The EA cannot say that its Member States cannot be allowed to 
default unless it becomes a fiscal union or even a political union which is definitely not yet 
one and, unfortunately, it may take decades to be.  
 
Therefore, the EA needs to do the following:  On the one side, to reiterate and reassure 
financial markets that the “non bail out” and the “non debt monetization” clauses of the 
Treaty are going to be always respected. On the other side, to state very clearly that its 
Member States under funding difficulties should be encouraged to request financial support 
by the IMF.  
 
If Greece would have been allowed to receive financial support, under strong conditionality, 
from the IMF since the beginning, most probably, markets would not have reacted with the 
same lack of trust on the EA and Greece would have restructured its debt later, after 
having demonstrated that it was fulfilling the IMF conditionality, as any other country in the 
world under the same situation. Markets would have not called into question the survival of 
the euro, (even if this thought in itself is so absurd and far from reality, which shows how 
little financial markets as a whole know about the euro and the euro area). 
 
Finally, it is clear that Member States are not ready to relinquish fiscal power to the centre, 
in order to avoid defaults and to reinforce (or even to replace) the SGP (given that it 
conflicts every time with fiscal sovereignty of Member States). For this reason, an 
alternative solution could be that Member States impose upon themselves a budgetary 
constitutional rule, as Germany has done and it looks like if France may follow. These rules 
should not or need not to be the same in all Member States, given that the economic and 
political situation of every Member State is different, but they will help to avoid defaults 
and to induce debt crisis.  
 
This alternative could be similar to the one applied in the US, where it is not individual but 
federal. Its federal Member States are allowed to default and to restructure their debts, but 
previously they are able to have recourse to the federal budget to try to avoid it because 
the US federal budget is 25% of the US GDP, versus the EU where it is only 1.1% of the EU 
GDP. At the same time, to avoid an excessive use of this recourse, they are not allowed to 
have fiscal deficits since they are subjected to a balanced budget constitutional amendment 
that concerns a part of their total spending and that it is not applied on a yearly basis, 
given that they can carry the deficit or surplus from previous years into the following year. 
 
Therefore, when a US state has a large fall in revenue due to a large recession (what is the 
case this year in 48 US states) the US federal budget still pays all their social security and 
unemployment subsidies, plus their health expenditure and some of its public services, 
which help to get them out of the budget deficit earlier and avoid default. In the case of 
Greece, as it is a fiscally sovereign Member State, it cannot be much helped by a very small 
centralized budget or by any other Member State due to the “non bail out clause” included 
in the Treaty. If Greece had introduced a constitutional budget rule in its constitution it 
would be in a much better situation than it is today. 

 
4) Introducing a joint Euro Area Bond. Given that Member States are not ready to 
relinquish more fiscal sovereignty by enlarging the EU budget or having a European 
Monetary Fund, they should, at least, introduce the option of issuing a single euro bond, 
which may help to avoid future crises, to increase the attraction of investors to EA 
sovereign debt and to strengthen the international role of the euro.  
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The very recent 440 billion euros European Stability Fund (ESF), designed to purchase 
government debt from Member States facing funding difficulties at an interest rate below 
market rates, is going to finance its purchases issuing debt jointly guaranteed by the EA 
Member States. This precedent solves the main problem of issuing an EA Eurobond, which 
also needs to have the guarantee of all its Member States. The issuer could be the 
European Investment Bank (EIB), where the Member States percentages of its capital could 
be used as a benchmark for the Member States guaranties, or a new EU financing agency 
that could be eventually the germ of a future European Treasury, so much needed today 
after the debt crisis.  

 
The Eurobond has many advantages for all Member States. First, it is a clear signal to the 
markets that the EA can do something together on the fiscal front and on the funding front. 
Second, it would increase the capability of issuing as it did after 1999, where total issuance 
by governments multiply by 75% in a few years. Third, it would lower significantly the 
average cost of funding of the EA given that higher liquidity is, by definition a “free lunch”, 
in the sense that it would bring a liquidity premium to the present bond issuance and thus, 
it would lower average yields regardless whether the Euro Area Bond is guarantied jointly 
by all Member States or a tranche by every Member State. In the first case the fall in yields 
will of course be much larger. Fourth, it would eliminate the present liquidity-induced 
spread widening that has affected to all EA Member States, including Germany. Fifth, it 
would attract far more investors looking for diversification among the 16 EA members, 
which would also lower average yields. Finally, its size and depth will be almost a large as 
the US Treasury Bond attracting a much larger number and variety of international 
investors. 

 
This Euro Area Bond could be structured in two basic ways: as a jointly guaranteed bond or 
as a bond split into a senior and a junior tranche or as a blue and red tranche. In the first 
case, unless the new EA fiscal framework is strong and transparent enough and well 
received and perceived by the markets, its yields will be, at least at the beginning, higher 
than expected because markets will expect issues of moral hazard where some Member 
States benefit at the expense of others. In the second case, the senior and junior tranche 
will benefit both types of Member States because they will be represented in both tranches, 
so as to reduce the moral hazard peril and to increase the rating of the senior debt further.  
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ECONOMIC COORDINATION IN THE EURO AREA 
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CentER and EBC, Tilburg University and CEPR 
 
 
 
 

Abstract 
 
We will ultimately arrive at a new economic, monetary and political order 
with stronger governance from the centre, i.e. the European 
Commission. The Lisbon Treaty has to be rewritten, to allow for more 
political integration. This is imperative for the Economic and Monetary 
Union to remain intact. As a short-term solution to this crisis, the ECB 
has to make better and swifter use of its instruments to deter 
speculation. By being ambiguous about the rules concerning collateral in 
the money market, it can be leading in the non-cooperative game 
against speculators. In the long term, the Stability and Growth Pact has 
to be thoroughly reformed: we need better economic governance by 
giving more power to the European Commission in enforcing the new 
rules. This will lead to better enforcement of the new SGP rules, using all 
means necessary. Sovereignty over fiscal policy has to be partly given 
up by individual member countries. This will make politicians able to 
commit themselves to correct enforcement of the Excessive Deficit 
Procedure. As always in Europe, a crisis has been necessary to make at 
more rigorous reform possible. Let us hope that European heads of state 
and government have the political will to follow through these 
recommendations and make the euro area a more integrated Economic 
and Monetary Union under well-functioning economic governance. 
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Introduction  
The Lisbon Treaty gives a legal framework for enhanced euro area economic coordination, 
in particular as more decisions may be taken only by the members of the euro area. As 
regards coordination between fiscal and monetary policy the Treaty is quite clear and no 
formal ex ante coordination can take place as the European Central Bank (ECB) is 
independent in achieving its mandate of price stability.  
 
Based on past experiences as regards the implementation of the Stability and Growth Pact 
(SGP), the economic surveillance of the economic polices of the Member States, the 
handling of the support mechanism for Greece and suggestions put forward by the 
European Commission on May 12th in its Communication on enhanced economic 
coordination and surveillance, this briefing paper puts forward the main recommendations 
for a future framework for economic coordination in the euro area and the issues the task 
force established by the European Council in March 2010 should focus upon. 
 
In what follows, I will first briefly describe the problems at hand, and the temporary 
solutions that have been implemented, in Section 2. Section 3 will then present two 
recommendations, one for the short term and another for the long term, to enhance the 
functioning of the euro area, the ECB and the SGP. Section 4 concludes. 

Overview: problems and solutions until now 
The crisis concerning Greece surfaced when speculators drove up the yields on Greek (and 
consequently also Portuguese, Spanish, Italian and Irish) bonds to levels last seen years 
before the introduction of the euro in 1999. To fend off the danger of a Greek default and 
possible contagious effects towards the abovementioned countries and European banks, EU 
leaders convened and put together a rescue package for Greece. This has been a 
painstakingly slow process full of bumps, which first led to a rescue package of 45 billion 
euro and ultimately led to a joint EU and IMF effort on May 2nd, totalling € 110 billion for 
Greece to access under strict conditions of fiscal and structural reform. A week later, the EU 
and the IMF again convened and took swift action to prevent a European-wide fiscal crisis. 
They set up a stabilisation fund of € 720 billion for Europe, totalling € 500 billion from the 
EU and an additional € 220 billion pledged by the IMF.  
 
Meanwhile, the ECB resorted to indirect monetary financing by buying up government 
bonds. Albeit sterilised, this intervention is against the spirit of the Maastricht Treaty. 
However, the ECB did remain ambiguous about how much bonds would be bought. This 
made speculators’ positions worth significantly less. Furthermore, the German government 
instated a ban on short selling to limit speculation as Chancellor Angela Merkel argued that 
speculators were to blame for this crisis. As will be argued below, this is not a good idea. 
 
These measures, and especially the ban on short selling, diverted attention from the real 
problems at hand. As the European Commission notes in its May communication on 
reinforcing economic policy coordination, the challenges facing the European economy have 
been revealed: there are large fiscal imbalances between Member States, insufficient fiscal 
consolidation and a persistent lack of competitiveness (mainly for Southern European 
countries). The situation in Greece has alerted financial markets and politicians to these 
urgent problems, as the Commission itself states: “[t]he exceptional combination in Greece 
of lax fiscal policy, inadequate reaction to mounting imbalances, structural weaknesses and 
statistical misreporting led to an unprecedented sovereign debt crisis.” The Commission 
continues to state that the surveillance mechanism of the SGP needs to be resolutely 
strengthened and that appropriate tools are necessary to manage crisis situations in the 
euro area. I will assess this proposal in Section 3. 
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To conclude this overview, I will review the ad hoc solutions that have been put in place, 
and argue why these definitely do not suffice. First, the ban on naked short selling ban 
does not help in deterring speculation, especially not when it is unilateral. As has become 
apparent, speculation continues outside of Germany’s financial markets. Furthermore, 
blaming speculators and trying to punish them is diverting attention from the necessary 
reforms of EMU. An effective measure for deterring speculation has been the ECB’s buying 
up sovereign bonds, thereby punishing speculators for their open positions. However, 
although the ECB is ambiguous about the amount of bonds to be bought, this form of 
monetary financing is only temporary. As has been argued by Axel Weber, President of the 
Deutsche Bundesbank, engaging too much in buying government bonds may be a danger 
to the ECB’s political independence and thus its credibility as an inflation-fighter. In the 
most extreme case, it could also constitute a danger for ECB’s financial independence, for 
example is case the ECB’s bond buying results in a financial loss. Finally, both the actions 
by the ECB and the European Stabilisation Fund only buys European economies time for 
necessary reforms. On top of that, the European Stabilisation Fund will not be administered 
independently by the European Commission, but individual Member States still have a veto 
about access to the fund. Moreover, the details on for example how the money will be put 
together and whether all the euro area countries would contribute have not been decided 
yet. This is very significant as the devil is, as always, in the detail. 
 
For the abovementioned reasons, more rigorous changes need to be made to the structure 
of EMU. In the next section, I will set out what these are and how they should be 
implemented. 

Recommendations for the reform of the Economic and 
Monetary Union 
In the short term, the ECB can deter speculation by using the instruments it already has at 
its disposal. Until now, it has only bought government bonds; as noted above, this cannot 
be more than just a temporary measure. However, the ECB can use its money market 
policy, or more specifically: the rules on collateral that is allowed for money market 
lending. These rules comprise the maturity of the collateral assets, the haircut imposed on 
the collateral value and the allotment of liquidity based on this collateral. The key is to be 
ambiguous about these rules.  
 
In the context of game theory, this is a non-cooperative game between the ECB and 
speculators. To deter further dangerous speculation in the euro area, the ECB should be 
leading. The only way to lead is by being ambiguous about the money market policy in the 
short term, although its long term goal is clear: price stability. 
 
In the long term, the Stability and Growth Pact clearly has to be reformed thoroughly. The 
European Commission has already posted some recommendations to this end. First, better 
ex ante coordination has to lead to increased effectiveness of Stability and Convergence 
programmes by more effective, integrated surveillance and better peer review of fiscal 
policies. Furthermore, more attention should be given to public debt and long-term fiscal 
sustainability. Finally, better incentives and sanctions should be put in place to make 
Member States comply with the rules of the SGP. This can be accomplished by, for 
instance, imposing interest-bearing deposits when rules are breached, setting conditions for 
access to EU funds and improving the speed and rigor of breach treatment. 
 
However, these recommendations do not go far enough. A large part of the enforcement 
problem in the current Economic and Monetary Union is formed by politicians. To begin 
with, they were not acting boldly enough in the run-up to the crisis. In the last few weeks 
they have been making various unfunded statements, especially about the ECB and 
speculation. This has only worsened the crisis, and seriously impaired the process of 
enforcement and resolution.  
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The problem is that politicians cannot commit to the necessary enhancement of the SGP’s 
enforcement pillar: the sinners will have to judge their own sins! This problem has already 
occurred in 2005, when Germany, France and Italy breached the deficit limit, but were not 
punished. Therefore, further economic coordination needs political reform: the 
responsibility for coordinating and enforcing fiscal policy must go to the European 
Commission, most notably the Directorate General for Economic and Financial Affairs (DG 
ECFIN).  
 
Five years ago, a similar kind reform of the SGP has been proposed by Buti et al. (2005). 
However, it has not been followed through by veto of the same three countries mentioned 
above. I have repeated this recommendation in March of this year in my advice to the 
European Parliament concerning Greece. The validity of this recommendation has become 
even clearer during the last few weeks, and has been recognized by former ECB Executive 
Board Member Tommaso Padoa-Schioppa. It ultimately means that European leaders have 
to commit themselves to further integration by giving up part of their sovereignty about 
fiscal policy. This will lead to tighter enforcement of the rules using both economic and 
political tools. The big question is, however, whether Europe’s leaders have the political 
courage to move towards political integration of the euro area. 
 
Finally, this political reform has to be coupled with structural reforms. Large trade 
imbalances within the euro area have to be resolved. Greece, Portugal, Spain and Ireland 
have to regain competitiveness by reforming their labour markets, thereby cutting costs 
and improving productivity. This has to be accompanied by an increase demand for their 
products from Northern European countries to reduce trade imbalances. Additionally, 
private spending and saving has to be brought back in line, restoring financial balance. 
Together, these reforms must lead to growth in the euro area. Austerity is not the answer 
to resolving this crisis, although credible fiscal adjustment has to take place. 

Conclusion 
We will ultimately arrive at a new economic, monetary and political order with stronger 
governance from the centre, i.e. the European Commission. The Lisbon Treaty has to be 
rewritten, to allow for more political integration. This is imperative for the Economic and 
Monetary Union to remain intact. 
 
As a short-term solution to this crisis, the ECB has to make better and swifter use of its 
instruments to deter speculation. By being ambiguous about the rules concerning collateral 
in the money market, it can be leading in the non-cooperative game against speculators. 
 
In the long term, the Stability and Growth Pact has to be thoroughly reformed: we need 
better economic governance by giving more power to the European Commission in 
enforcing the new rules. This will lead to better enforcement of the new SGP rules, using all 
means necessary. Sovereignty over fiscal policy has to be partly given up by individual 
member countries. This will make politicians able to commit themselves to correct 
enforcement of the Excessive Deficit Procedure. 
 
As always in Europe, a crisis has been necessary to make at more rigorous reform possible. 
Let us hope that European heads of state and government have the political will to follow 
through these recommendations and make the euro area a more integrated Economic and 
Monetary Union under well-functioning economic governance. 
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4) EURO AREA GOVERNANCE: WHAT WENT WRONG? HOW 
TO REPAIR IT? 

by Jean Pisani-Ferry 
Director, Bruegel 

 
 
 
 
 

Abstract 
 

The reform of euro area governance has been chosen by the heads of 
state and government in the EU as a topic for immediate discussion and 
swift decisions. The European Council in Spring 2010 asked president Van 
Rompuy to chair a task force on euro area governance. The task force is 
due to deliver a progress report to the June 2010 European Council.   
 
Any serious discussion on it must start from an analysis of what went 
wrong. The superficial analysis that rules is that the crisis in Greece and 
elsewhere resulted from a failure of implementation of the existing 
disciplines. There is undoubtedly truth in this analysis. However the crisis 
also reveals deeper flaws in the governance regime, which need to be 
recognised: 
 
• Top-down government by statistics does not work (especially, but 
unfortunately not only, when they are wrong); 
• Deterministic governance does not work in a stochastic world; 
• Not all problems are fiscal; 
• A commitment to no-assistance is not credible; 
• Policy coherence is often lacking and ownership of the euro rules is 
generally shallow. 
 
If this view is correct, key choices for the euro area are (a) to reformulate 
the economic policy framework, (b) to decide on the degree of 
decentralisation that is desirable, and (c) to determine which reforms are 
needed to ensure completeness of the policy regime.   
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A failure of implementation? 
What went wrong in the euro area? A simple answer is that the rules are good but that 
implementation has been weak.  
 
There is considerable truth in this view: Greece in the last decade defied the most basic 
provisions of the European budgetary framework – and even a fundamental tenet of 
membership in the EU - namely trustworthiness; several member states, some of which 
find themselves in difficulty, have constantly flouted EU budgetary principles; the EU had 
the legal means to tell Spain and Ireland that the course they were on was endangering 
their own stability and the stability of the euro area, but did not use them; finally, beyond 
formal rules, the Eurogroup had been given the mission to exercise vigilance, and it did 
not.  
 
It is therefore tempting to conclude that the problem the Van Rompuy Task Force should 
address is purely one of enforcement and strengthening of the existing EMU provisions. 
Indeed indications given by President Van Rompuy suggest that this is, at least in part, the 
direction taken by the discussions.30  
 
Enforcement is certainly an important part of the agenda. However we have learned much 
more from recent events and the lessons learnt indicate that there are deeper problems at 
play than weak enforcement. It would thus be wrong to limit the discussion to the design of 
additional incentive or sanction procedures.  

Five lessons learned 
Five lessons have been learned – starting with the most basic ones.   
 

1. Top-down government by statistics does not work (especially, but 
unfortunately not only, when they are wrong). The Greek crisis has indicated 
that the system in place for monitoring public finance developments does not work. 
From 2000 to 2008 the budget deficit notified to the EU in spring of the following 
year was on average 2.9% of GDP. In fact it has been revealed to be 5.1% on the 
basis of revised data.31 A monitoring system that provides so inaccurate estimates 
for so long is in need for fundamental repair.  

 
The reasons for this failure are several. Two key ones are certainly that the 
statistical office was under the control of the government and that Eurostat was not 
given by the Council the mandate and the means to carry out on-site evaluations. 
But the problem runs deeper. In any organisation, a budget is a set of rules and 
procedures whereby spending is accounted for and controlled. For a government, it 
has a very different purpose than national accounts whose role is to record 
economic activity. Yet for reasons of comparability the whole EU budget monitoring 
system is based on the accounts prepared by the statistical office. The relationship 
to the actual budgets for the various entities that compose general government is 
often loose and this has been creating problems from the very beginning.  
 
Furthermore the monitoring of budgetary situations within the framework of the SGP 
has gradually evolved in the direction of putting emphasis on the structural, or 
cyclically-adjusted, balance – a further statistical construct.  

                                          
30 See the Remarks by Herman Van Rompuy following the second meeting of the task force on 7 June 2010.  
31 See detailed data in Marzinotto, Pisani-Ferry and Sapir (2010). 
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This economically sensible move was intended to correct the pro-cyclical bias in the 
initial SGP, but measuring the output gap (which is necessary for cyclical 
adjustment) is fraught with considerable uncertainty, especially in times when 
potential output is affected by shocks. This puts the whole EU budgetary 
surveillance on shaky foundations.32    
 
Solving the contradiction between the economic aim of preserving the stabilisation 
role of budgetary policy and making the surveillance framework statistically robust is 
bound to remain a considerable challenge at EU level.  
 

2. Deterministic governance does not work in a stochastic world. Spain moved 
between 2007 and 2009 from a 2% of GDP budget surplus to an 11% deficit, and 
Ireland from a balanced budget to a 14% of GDP deficit, while in the same period its 
debt jumped from 25% to 64% of GDP. Only a minor part of these changes is 
accounted for by discretionary decisions. So what we have learned is that a country 
can move almost instantaneously from an apparently sound to an alarmingly weak 
situation. In other words a deterministic approach is of limited help in a stochastic 
environment where tail risks can deeply affect budgetary outcomes.  

 
This observation has two implications. First, it questions the very basis upon which 
budgetary surveillance was based, namely that the soundness of a country’s 
budgetary situation can be assessed with current data and forecasts. In such a 
stochastic environment a “value at risk” (which we should perhaps call “policy at 
risk”) approach is instead called for, which could for example result in requesting 
lower public debt ratios from countries that are more subject to such risks, 
especially but not exclusively because their financial sector is larger.  
 
The second implication of the observed speed of change is that existing sanction 
procedures in the framework of the SGP are inappropriate: a country can be fined 
because its deficit has moved from 2.5% to 3.5% of GDP but there would be no 
point in fining it when the deficit is already in double-digit territory. 
 
The SGP is therefore facing more serious difficulties than European policymakers are 
willing to admit: on the one hand the preventive arm is made largely ineffective by 
the combination of uncertainties in the estimation of the structural deficit and an 
overly deterministic approach. On the other hand the corrective arm is made 
ineffective by the speed at which the budget balance can deteriorate.    
 

3. Not all problems are fiscal. The implicit assumption in the EMU framework that 
threats to stability essentially arise from a lack of budgetary discipline has proven 
wrong. While the Greek case perfectly exemplifies how budgetary indiscipline in a 
small country may jeopardise financial stability in the euro area as a whole, Spain 
and Ireland illustrate that budgetary discipline, at least in the way it was assessed, 
is not sufficient to avoid major threats to economic and financial stability. So the 
lessons to be drawn are both that fiscal risks need to be prevented more effectively 
and that non-fiscal risks arising from credit booms, asset-price developments or a 
sustained appreciation of the real exchange rate need to be addressed. This was 
actually already pointed out by the Commission in 2008 (European Commission, 
2008).         

 
To be fair, the ‘it’s all fiscal’ assumption is nowhere explicit in the Treaty. On the 
contrary Art. 121 (ex-99) is entirely devoted to the coordination of economic policies 
beyond the mere enforcement of budgetary discipline. But this pillar of economic 
union has always been significantly softer than the fiscal one based on Art. 126.  

 
32 For example the Commission estimate of the 2007 structural balance has changed from a 2.1% of GDP deficit in 
spring 2007 to a 3.7% deficit in spring 2010. For Ireland it has changed from a 1.8% surplus to a 1.6% deficit.   
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Not only are the legal provisions weaker, but over the first ten years of the euro 
they have not really been used.33 The Broad Economic Policy Guidelines that were 
supposed to be the backbone of coordination have been consistently ignored by 
national policymakers; and the possibility of issuing a recommendation was used 
only once – without effect. 
 
As indicated by the European Commission in its 2010 communication the lesson 
from experience now calls for building a framework for surveillance over and above 
budgetary dimensions. The challenge here is however to define and operationalise 
the foundations of such surveillance. The legal apparatus can only be made effective 
if a consensus is built on the economic underpinnings of the prevention of 
imbalances. All international experience – at European but also at global level – 
indicates that defining benchmarks and thresholds for the surveillance of external 
imbalances and/or real exchange rate developments is a significant intellectual 
challenge.34      
 

4. A commitment to no-assistance is not credible. There was never a ‘no-
assistance principle’ in the treaty, only (and rightly so) a ‘no-coresponsibility’ 
principle for public debts (Art. 125). Art. 143 which limits the benefits of macro-
financial assistance to EU countries not belonging to the euro area was not intended 
to prohibit assistance to those participating in the single currency, it was only the 
result of the view that the members of the monetary union would not need balance-
of-payments assistance anymore (Marzinotto, Pisani-Ferry and Sapir 2010). But, 
until Greece, there was the belief that a member country would be allowed to 
default, rather than be provided with assistance.  

 
No-assistance was furthermore not credible in the first place because any EU 
country can request support from the IMF. The expectation that it would simply 
have to default and that this would serve as a deterrent to budgetary indiscipline (as 
can be the case for US states) was therefore unfounded.   
 
Ambiguity has now been removed: it is clear, first, that euro area countries are 
entitled to assistance and, second, that this assistance must be part of an IMF-led 
programme, with the usual conditions attached. But this does not entirely clarify the 
endgame. In fact it has been replaced by another ambiguity: what if a member 
government benefiting from EU assistance remains unable to regain access to the 
market? Will it remain dependent on an assistance lifeline? This question has been 
made even more relevant by the ECB decision in May 2010 to embark on a 
government bond purchase programme, which creates a risk for the central bank to 
be trapped. As long as this ambiguity persists there will be room for speculation as 
regards the nature of the solution to insolvency cases.  
 
The availability of EU assistance does not necessarily weaken ex ante discipline. IMF 
conditions are harsh enough to serve as a deterrent and furthermore, potential 
support from EU partners may strengthen calls for discipline as it gives undisputable 
legitimacy to surveillance. But the moves made in spring 2010 have exposed the 
incomplete character of the rules of the game in EMU and call for clarifying the 
treatment of insolvency.  
 

                                          
33 An exception was Ireland in 2001, but since the Council recommendation was (probably rightly) ignored by 
Ireland, this experience in fact contributed to weakening the instrument. 
34 Marzinotto, Pisani-Ferry and Sapir (2010) elaborate on this point. 
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5. Policy coherence is often lacking and ownership of the euro rules is 
generally shallow. At the end of the day the success of the euro depends on an 
(implicit) commitment to run policies that are consistent with membership in the 
monetary union and on ownership of the (explicit) principles and rules underpinning 
EMU. This primarily involves governments but also private agents.  

 
Coherence has often been missing since the start of the euro. Most governments 
after 1999 considered that management of the euro area could be delegated to 
central bankers and ministers of finance but did not imply any significant change in 
most domestic policies. Very few countries (Finland was an exception) bothered 
discussing whether participation in a monetary union also had implications for wage-
setting. Several thought they could reject further integration of product markets, let 
alone labour markets.35  
 
Ownership of the rules has remained very uneven and generally shallow. To take 
only one example, from 1997 (when the country qualified) to 2007 the government 
balance in France fluctuated between a 1.5% of GDP deficit and a 4.1% deficit 
whereas the SGP’s stated target is that it should have been ‘close to balance or in 
surplus’. This is prima facie evidence that this country – among several others – has 
had no ownership of the target it was committed to.  
 
Ten years into the euro, it is time to realise that participation in a monetary union 
has significant implications for policy much beyond the observance of the explicit 
treaty rules.   

Three dimensions of governance reform  
These lessons indicate that problems run deeper than an enforcement issue, which 
suggests that the Van Rompuy Task Force should not limit itself to proposing the 
strengthening of existing provisions, but address unresolved underlying tensions, and 
present strategic options for reform. As the crisis has exposed fault lines in the governance 
of the euro area, to limit reform ambitions to a tinkering with the SGP would be widely 
regarded as indicative of a worrying inability to reform.    
 
However the political situation in Europe is not auspicious to fundamental reforms. A few 
years after the failure of the constitutional project and the ensuing odyssey of the Lisbon 
treaty, and at a time where none of the founding member states of the EU (but 
Luxembourg) shows appetite for further integration, the Monnet philosophy according to 
which “l’Europe se fera dans les crises et elle sera la somme des solutions apportées à ces 
crises”36 applies partially at best. It is true that the Greek disaster of spring 2010 was the 
occasion to invent a crisis management regime that did not exist previously but it is equally 
true that considerable reluctance to such a move was demonstrated along the way. To 
imagine that the crisis provides an opportunity for making long-held federalist dreams a 
reality is pure fantasy.  
 
A realistic reform agenda must therefore ditch long-held federalist dreams – such as a 
significant increase of the EU budget, significant horizontal transfers or a much tighter 
coordination of national economic policies – and attempt at reconciling the need for serious 
reforms and the lack of political momentum.      
 

 
35 As observed by Mario Monti (2010), the twelve worse offenders as regards the delay for transposing directives 
are all members of the euro area. 
36 Quote from Monnet’s memoirs, quoted by Padoa-Schioppa (2010). 
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On the basis of lessons learned, three dimensions of reform are worth highlighting.  
 

1. What policy framework? The crisis calls for a redefinition of the euro area policy 
framework. Besides price stability, which is assigned to the ECB, in its first ten years 
EMU has had budgetary discipline as its main objective. Another objective, the 
‘proper functioning of economic and monetary union’, was mentioned in Art. 121 
(ex-99) but it was ill-defined in the Treaty and was not made operational through 
secondary legislation.  

 
The Commission has (rightly) indicated that macroeconomic surveillance should be 
expanded ‘beyond the budgetary dimension to address other macroeconomic 
imbalances’ (European Commission, 2010). But this implies that there are now three 
economic objectives in EMU (in addition to the price stability objective): 
 

 Budgetary discipline, 
 Financial stability (which has emerged as paramount in the aftermath of the 

crisis), and 
 The avoidance of macroeconomic imbalances.  
 

This complicates the policy framework significantly, for two reasons. First, these 
objectives are partially distinct and partially overlapping and are not defined with 
great precision. To take a concrete example, the EU in the 2000s could have told 
Spain that it needed to tame its real estate credit boom because this boom involved 
budgetary risks; or because it was a threat to financial stability. But it could also 
have given it green light on the budgetary front, considered that financial risks were 
sufficiently addressed by the Spanish supervisor, and focus on the macroeconomic 
dimension.    
 
Conceptually, it would arguably be sufficient to adopt financial stability as the 
overriding objective as both fiscal crises and crises stemming from macroeconomic 
imbalances ultimately result in financial instability. After all, the reason why the EU 
may worry about budgetary or macroeconomic imbalances is because they 
represent a potential threat to financial stability.  
 
This is however only true in the long run and experience – including in this crisis – 
shows that budgetary or macroeconomic imbalances can go on for a very long time 
before they ultimately result in a financial turmoil. Furthermore, defining financial 
stability as the overriding objective would not tell much on how to proceed 
operationally. This is in fact already an issue in defining the scope and instruments 
of the European Systemic Risk Board.  
 
Budgetary sustainability could arguably also be taken as the overriding objective. 
Indeed the emphasis on strengthening the SGP in the Task Force discussions 
suggests that this might be the road taken. However to be effective such an 
approach would need to be very forward-looking and to encompass a variety of risks 
to the budgetary position – concretely to issue a warning even when the budgetary 
situation looks extremely sound. The experience with the implementation of a much 
cruder framework does not bode well of a one-objective approach of this sort.   
Operationally, therefore, it is preferable to retain three distinct objectives. But this 
implies a reformulation of the policy framework, so that assignments are clearly 
defined.    
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This leads to the second difficulty. If member states in the euro area are to meet 
three distinct objectives, they need three instruments. As argued above, and 
illustrated by the Spanish case (and also by the experience of countries in a 
currency board, such as Bulgaria), budgetary policy is clearly insufficient for the 
avoidance of macroeconomic imbalances. Supervisory instruments are also of 
limited effectiveness in a financial integration context where the responsibility for 
the stability of financial institutions belongs to the home country and the 
responsibility for the stability of the financial system belongs to the host country. 
This necessarily brings in another array of instruments which can be of a regulatory 
or a tax nature. Guidelines for wage formation may also be considered part of the 
required competitiveness monitoring toolkit.   
 
These instruments however are currently considered by many as outside the scope 
of European belonging to the national remit. Taking the reform of the policy 
framework seriously requires saying how wide the scope of coordination has to be 
and whether it should involve the use of such instruments      
 

2. How much centralisation? The attempt at enforcing budgetary discipline from the 
top in the first ten years of EMU has not been without impact but it has not been a 
great success either. Federal solutions implying a significant reallocation of 
budgetary responsibilities to the EU level or a much tighter control of national 
decisions from Brussels are politically unrealistic. In this situation the question arises 
whether the EMU objectives, especially budgetary discipline, have a better 
probability of being achieved in a more decentralised system. 

 
According to indications given by President Van Rompuy37, priority is currently given 
to strengthening surveillance from the top. The assessment of national budgetary 
plans by the European Commission and the Eurogroup before parliamentary 
discussion starts, the introduction of sanctions that could start kicking in already 
before the 3% of GDP threshold is reached and the increased emphasis on public 
debt in the excessive deficit procedure all go in this direction.   
 
But it is perfectly possible to imagine an alternative scenario where budgetary 
discipline would result from a combination of institutional reforms at domestic level 
and market forces. As Germany has now adopted a new budget rule and has started 
to act in accordance with it, and as markets benchmark the fiscal creditworthiness of 
each participating country against Germany, there is a new logic gaining momentum 
that could result in Germany becoming the anchor again and the other member 
states emulating its institutional reforms. Several EU member states have 
introduced effective domestic budget rules and recent French announcements go in 
this direction. The UK also is overhauling its budgetary policy framework. In a way 
policy competition has started to replace policy coordination as the engine for 
budgetary discipline.   
 
Indeed this is exactly what happened twenty years ago in the monetary field. The 
EMS had been created in 1979 as a perfectly symmetric system with the ECU as a 
collective anchor. By the late 1980s it was increasingly evident that it had turned 
into an asymmetric system with the German mark at the centre. The question now 
is whether the SGP – today’s collective anchor – will in the same way be superseded 
by a national anchor.      
 

 
37 See the Remarks by Herman Van Rompuy following the second meeting of the task force on 7 June 2010.  
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A move to a more asymmetric system could also be observed as regards the 
macroeconomic imbalances objective. In fact, as other euro area members are 
bound to increasingly monitor their relative competitiveness vis-à-vis Germany, this 
could result in giving Germany the role of an anchor for wage-setting.  
 
Whether governance reforms should accompany and even encourage 
decentralisation through providing an umbrella framework for national rules and 
institutions and through rewarding countries with better institutions or rules is a 
strategic choice for the EU. There are strong economic and political-economy 
arguments in favour of such an approach, because decentralisation may be the best 
way to strengthen the ownership of policy rules.  
 
If this were to happen, there would remain a significant role for the European 
institutions, but a much-transformed one: the Commission and especially Eurostat 
would need to be equipped with enhanced capabilities for monitoring and evaluation, 
in order to ensure the comparability of national situations and help disseminate 
good practices. They would also need to make the degree of intrusiveness of the 
monitoring dependent on the quality of national rules, procedures and institutions 
(thereby giving incentives to domestic reforms). These changes would admittedly 
represent a break with the past, and require a long transition.   
 

3. Which reforms to ensure completeness of the policy regime? A policy regime 
is a set of principles and rules whose properties can be assessed from a logical 
standpoint. A particularly important property is completeness – i.e. how the regime 
behaves in various states of nature and how ex-ante incentives relate to ex-post 
rules.  

 
As regards public debts and deficits the Maastricht regime was incomplete because it 
was entirely based on crisis prevention and made no room for crisis management 
and resolution. When the crisis hit it was felt that to let a member country default 
was too risky an option and there was no choice but to invent on the spot a crisis 
management regime. With the creation of the European Financial Stability Facility 
(EFSF), the rules of the game of this crisis management regime are by now rather 
clearly spelled out, especially as they draw on the principles and procedures of the 
IMF. But this raises a new question, which is how to redefine the relationship 
between ex ante surveillance and ex post crisis resolution. On this, the IMF has no 
answer.  
 
As regards debt crises, it is hardly imaginable to return to the previous regime. 
Therefore, a full crisis resolution regime needs to be defined, whereby the principles 
and modalities of assistance, debt restructuring and possibly exit are set out in 
detail. If exit is (sensibly) ruled out because of its potential spillover effects, then 
this only strengthens the case for defining the debt resolution regime as proposed 
by Germany (Federal Ministry of Finance, 2010). As the EU is a community of law 
there is a strong case for establishing rules and modus operandi for a statutory 
European Debt Resolution Mechanism. Current reluctance to create expectations of 
an imminent default should not serve as an excuse for refusing to work out the 
whole set of principles upon which EMU reform needs to be based. Half measures 
now would only perpetuate the incomplete character of the system.   
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Having defined a crisis resolution regime would make room for innovative crisis 
prevention solutions such as the one proposed by Jacques Delpla and Jakob von 
Weizsäcker (2010), who suggest to create a dual bond market distinguishing for 
each country between a ‘Blue Debt’ amounting to 60% of GDP at most, on which 
participant countries would have joint and several responsibility, and a ‘Red Debt’ 
above the 60% threshold, for which each country would be individually responsible 
and on which partial default would be possible. Such a scheme would give markets a 
stronger incentive to price default risk fully at the margin. 

Conclusions 
Discussions on euro-area governance have been going on at least since the first 
negotiations on the creation of the euro. They have not been settled because of the 
ambiguities in the positions of the key participating countries, especially Germany and 
France, and the ambiguities in the compromises they had reached (Pisani-Ferry, 2005).  
But something new has happened. As Keynes reportedly asked, “When the facts change, I 
change my mind. What do you do?” This crisis is indeed an opportunity for clarification. In 
order not to waste it, the Van Rompuy Task Force and the European Council should resist 
the temptation to patch up divergences and limit ambitions to tinkering with the existing 
policy framework. Rather, they should take the opportunities offered to address 
fundamental questions about the operational principles upon which EMU is based.  
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Abstract 
 
The decisions taken by euro area governments on May 9 and by the ECB 
have radically transformed the monetary union. They are directly 
inspired by the Greek rescue plan. While this plan has (temporarily) 
suspended the crisis, its long-run consequences are drastic and 
dangerous. The currently discussed crisis resolution regime stands to 
reinforce this drift. A better approach would decentralize to the national 
level the responsibility of establishing and maintaining fiscal discipline. 
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Executive summary 
1. The public debt crisis is the consequence of inadequate preparation and reaction in 
closed policy circles. The treatment of the crisis equally reflects the same lack of a broader 
perspective. The risk is that the next steps, designed to take stock of what happened, will 
rely on a misguided analysis, narrowly focused on immediate short-run measures, while 
long-run damage to the credibility of the euro will be ignored. 
 
2. Short-run relief, long-run grief. The Greek bailout by other governments and by the ECB 
may have temporarily suspended speculative pressure, but at the cost of undermining very 
fundamental Treaty safeguards against fiscal indiscipline.  
 
3. The proposed crisis resolution mechanism is not an improvement over IMF assistance. 
Conditionality is economically complex and politically delicate; it requires a staff with a 
strong experience and permanently engaged. The newly adopted European Financial 
Stability Fund, in charge of the largest EU budget, is likely to be a shadow fund with 
informal governance, designed to circumvent the no-bailout clause of the Treaty.  
 
4. Fiscal policy is part of national sovereignty and yet price stability in the euro area 
requires that each government be fiscally disciplined. The solution to this apparent 
contradiction is to decentralize the responsibility for fiscal discipline from the European level 
to the national level.  
 
5. Each euro area member should be requested to establish fiscal policy-making institutions 
that effectively guarantee fiscal discipline. There are many possible institutional 
arrangements and there is no reason for each country to adopt the same model, but each 
solution must be compatible with a new norm to be established.  
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What is the problem? 
Economic and financial crises never come from blue skies. The pressure builds slowly up 
but it often goes unnoticed except by some observers who are not listened to. When the 
crisis erupts, lack of adequate preparation creates a sense of emergency that discourages 
the search for the best response. Instead, the authorities settle for less, possibly for 
solutions that will turn out to be lethal again.  
 
The subprime crisis is a good example. For several years, at least since 2005, housing 
prices in the US had embarked on a bubble path and lending by mortgage houses was 
increasing in quantity and decreasing in quality. The transformation of dangerous loans into 
AAA-rated complex assets went on for several years. (In Ireland and Spain too, housing 
prices and mortgage lending have been rising at unsustainable rates for several years.) The 
early temptation of the US authorities was to not rescue banks. When they were forced to 
after the Lehman case showed what the stance entailed, the US authorities dithered 
considerably with the TARP programme. 
 
The same applies to the Greek debt crisis. The budget has been in large deficit for several 
years. Interest rates on the Greek debt started to rise immediately after the Lehman 
collapse in September 2008. It took more than year for the situation to become critical. 
This happened a few weeks after the elections when markets, which had been waiting for a 
new government to be elected, decided that the situation was worrisome enough to turn to 
crisis. The trigger was the perception that the newly-elected authorities were not ready to 
take strong measures. The euro area governments then took a few erroneous decisions. By 
designing the Greek crisis a matter of common concern and by refusing to let Greece apply 
to the IMF for assistance, they created a link between the euro and the Greek debt that did 
not exist and they imposed upon themselves to provide support. They believed that a few 
billions would impress the markets. Eventually, the IMF was called to the rescue and the 
cost was multiplied by a factor of 10. Wrose, the Greek public debt crisis became the euro 
crisis, prompting contagion.  
 
This observation, which is very general, carries many important implications. Three of them 
are worth emphasizing.  

 First, in most if not all cases, crises could have been avoided if the authorities had 
recognized the looming danger and taken appropriate action sufficiently early on. 
There is usual ample time to do so.  

 Second, “appropriate action” is one that directly addresses market concerns. It is 
understandable that, in quiet times, the authorities dismiss market concerns as 
unjustified. Indeed, market concerns often are often unjustified when based on 
reasonable assumptions. However, it is in the nature of many financial crises to be 
self-fulfilling. This means that market concerns can radically change the situation. 
For example, sharp increases on the Greek debt made it almost impossible for the 
authorities to keep rolling over the maturing debt, for fear of an acceleration of the 
debt build-up that would have been indeed explosive.  

 Third, why don’t authorities act when it is time and relatively easy to quiet markets 
down? Denial, driven by political expediency, is often mentioned. An alternative is 
the deleterious effects of “group thinking”. Policy debates usually occur among a 
small number of like-minded persons. The media, given information by these 
persons reputed to “know better”, rarely dissent in a serious way. Outsiders either 
reinforce the conventional wisdom or dissent but then they are viewed as 
uninformed and their views are dismissed.  
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Misleading analysis based on misleading policies 
These observations also apply to current policy deliberations about reforms of the euro 
area. A new conventional wisdom emerges, entirely shaped by the policy actions of the last 
few months, which were focused on stopping the crisis but lost track of the monetary 
union’s fundamental principles. While the Commission and most euro area governments 
seem intent on pursuing plans to strengthen the Stability and Growth Pact, there are good 
reasons to believe that the plan will not work and that the serious damage that has been 
created is not attended to. Put differently, stopgap measures undermined the euro area 
and they need to be corrected, but current official thinking remains framed by these 
stopgap measures.  
 
In my last briefing notes, I argued that:  

 It is against the spirit, at least, of the Treaty to bailout governments that cannot 
meet their debt obligations (art.125). Member governments argue that this is not a 
bailout, that they are simply lending at market conditions. This is unconvincing. If 
Greece could borrow at the same conditions, it would not need official lending.  

 The Stability and Growth Pact has not worked and cannot work because policies 
cannot be imposed on sovereign countries. The only strong influence of the Pact is 
via sanctions, but imposing sanctions is likely to be ineffective, or politically divisive, 
most likely both.  

 
Since then, on May 9, the euro area governments have announced a €750 billion plan to 
provide guarantees to other public debts. The IMF share (€250 bn.) of this plan does not 
really exist; it is only an announcement that the Fund might mobilize resources if other 
euro area countries request assistance. The remaining €500 bn. represents a sort of 
European Monetary Fund, which is not economically needed since there already is an IMF. 
In addition, its governance is likely to be elusive, as argued in more details below.  
 
Then, on May 10, the ECB has joined governments and announced what also amounts to a 
bailout. This, again, is against the spirit of the Treaty’s interdiction for the ECB to directly 
finance budget deficits (art. 130) and to monetize public debts (art. 123). Much against its 
constantly restated doctrine, the ECB has undertaken to buy outright public debts of euro 
area countries that are considered as risky by financial markets. Indeed, so far, the ECB 
had not bought public debt instruments; instead, it has been holding them in the form of 
repurchase agreements – in effect, loans – designed to avoid any risk taking. The 
difference is important since the ECB now stands to suffer losses in the event that some 
governments would default. As a consequence, the ECB has a stake in avoiding defaults. 
The fear is that it may be led to absorb vast – potentially unlimited – quantities of public 
debts, in effect monetizing the corresponding debt.  
 
The practical implication of these decisions is that very fundamental Treaty safeguards 
against fiscal indiscipline have been undermined. Indeed, the purpose of the no-bailout 
clauses for governments (art.125) and the ECB (art.123 and 130) was to solemnly warn 
each euro area member country that, being sovereign in its decisions, it would have to take 
full responsibility for the consequences of violating fiscal discipline principles. A country that 
faced the wrath of financial markets would have to re-establish debt sustainability without 
help and without any possibility to devalue. In other words, the Treaty foresaw that fiscal 
discipline would eventually prevail because these provisions were intended to be credible ex 
ante and enforced ex post.  
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In the midst of the crisis, the Treaty provisions have not been enforced when the case 
arose. Their credibility has been undermined. This issue is further examined in Section 0. 
 
The Treaty also included the Excessive Deficit Procedure, the legal basis for the Stability 
and Growth Pact. Ever since its adoption in 1997, the pact has been criticised as follows:  
 

 The pact is economically ill-designed. Annual deficits are not related to fiscal 
discipline because annual deficits are subject to cyclical influence and are not 
therefore representative of the long-term orientation of fiscal policy that delivers, or 
not, debt sustainability. The 3% and 60% thresholds are arbitrary.  

 The Treaty is legally in contradiction with national sovereignty.  
 The Treaty’s only “teeth” are sanctions that are politically dangerous. 

 
Unsurprisingly, the Stability and Growth Pact has not delivered. It had to be suspended in 
2003 for all three reasons above. It imposed procyclical fiscal policies in the midst of a 
serious economic slowdown. It was rejected by the two largest countries, France and 
Germany, which did not want to face the direct threat of sanctions.  
 
The pact was modified in 2005. The reform aimed at some of the most glaring economic 
limitations of the first pact, which had been ignored for years, but it retained the idea of 
annual commitments and retained the increasingly incredible 3% and 60% thresholds. 
None of the other objections were addressed. Even partially repaired, the Pact did not 
prevent the situation that we now face as several countries failed to stabilize and roll back 
their public debts. The best that can be said about the pact is that the situation would be 
worse without it. That is arguably not good enough.  

The new resolution mechanism38 
Of the €500 bn. pledged on May 9, €440 bn. will be dedicated to the European Financial 
Stability Fund (EFSF). The fund will guarantee national debts. This is similar but not 
identical to another proposal, that of creating a European Monetary Fund (EMF), but the 
EFSF could slide into an EMF if it were to provide not just guarantees but also loans. 
Interest in such a new instrument has suddenly appeared in the midst of the crisis when 
the governments discovered that there was no mechanism available to effectively bail out 
Greece and possibly other countries. Was it an omission by the authors of the Maastricht 
Treaty? Quite to the contrary, as argued above, the intention had always been not to have 
such an instrument.  
 
The setting up of the EFSF represents a profound change of the euro area. There is nothing 
sacrosanct about the Maastricht Treaty and improvements can be desirable, but they must 
be carefully considered. In particular, we need to examine carefully how fiscal discipline 
would be upheld in this new euro area. As currently discussed, it would rely on two 
instruments: a strengthened Stability and Growth Pact and tough conditionality.   

 
38 The remarks that follow are based on preliminary reporting on the May 7 deliberations of Finance Ministers.  
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A stronger Stability and Growth Pact 
I have argued above and in my previous briefing note that the Stability and Growth Pact is 
fundamentally limited by national sovereignty in fiscal affairs. The way around this 
limitation has been the threat of sanctions. Strengthening the pact really means designing 
tougher sanctions than mere fines capped at 5% of GDP. Various ideas have been 
advanced, like imposing an interest-free deposit, stopping payments from the Commission 
regarding Cohesion Funds or suspending voting rights. These would presumably come in 
addition of the fine scheme already in place.  
 
Punishing a country is a very powerfully symbolic action. Its modern use is rare, extreme in 
fact: embargoes in the political domain and, in the economic domain, suspension from the 
IMF for defaulting on official loans. The World Trade Organisation also runs an Arbitration 
Tribunal that can authorize countries to adopt retaliatory measures. In each case, the 
procedure is long and exceptional – WTO rulings are more frequent but there a full-fledged 
tribunal deals with cases submitted my plaintiff countries. The intention with the reformed 
Pact is, instead, to move fast to the sanction stage. Making sanctions a quasi-routine 
process would be a unique step in modern international relations.  
 
The only chance for sanctions to be perhaps acceptable is that they be backed by a strong 
economic logic. Unfortunately, this is not the case. The limits of tolerated deficits are 
arbitrary, recognizing the cyclical impact is tricky, and fines or deposits have the illogical 
characteristic of worsening a budget deficit that is already considered excessive. It is a safe 
bet to predict that sanctions are unlikely to ever be applied and that, if they ever are, the 
political fallout is bound to be at least as disastrous as the current situation.  
 
Conditionality  
The EFSF’s mutual guarantee is meant not be seen as an easy way-out for chronically 
undisciplined governments. The intention is to impose tough conditions in exchange for the 
guarantee. This is exactly the way the IMF operates, with reasonable success. “Fear of IMF” 
is a potent incentive for governments to carry out policies that will keep them from the 
desperate situation where the only available option is to ask for an IMF programme.  
 
IMF conditionality requires two crucial steps: 1) agreement on a policy programme, which 
includes a schedule of actions and expected outcomes; 2) regular monitoring of 
compliance. These are demanding tasks that require a dedicated and experienced staff. 
Being in charge of 186 countries, the IMF can maintain a high quality staff that is 
frequently facing crisis situations. With 16 (currently) members, the euro area is unlikely to 
face frequent enough programme requests to maintain adequate and up-to-date 
competences in this area. This has been visible during preparation of the Greek 
programme.  
 
This means that the resolution mechanism will not – and certainly should not – be activated 
outside of an IMF programme. But then the question is why does the euro area need its 
own resources? One answer is that several euro area countries are large enough for the 
IMF to exceed its lending capacity should a few of these countries simultaneously require 
assistance. Indeed, increasingly the IMF is pooling resources from friendly neighbours to 
assist a country in difficulty, a solution that is currently forbidden within the euro area by 
the no-bailout clause. In addition to implicitly acknowledging that mutual assistance is 
incompatible with the Treaty, this response suggests a simpler solution, frequently used in 
the past: emergency loans to the IMF in the form of Special Agreements to Borrow.  
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Governance  
Governance of the EFSF promises to be very delicate. €440 bn. amounts to 4.5% of current 
euro area GDP, about three times the Commission’s total budget. Of course, a guarantee 
does not constitute outright spending but decisions to commit such an amount of 
taxpayer’s money must be subjected to adequate governance. Since there is no plan to 
create a new institution – which would presumably require a new Treaty – it will have to be 
ad hoc. The current plan is to create a Special Purpose Vehicle (SPV). Worryingly, SPVs so 
far have been the off-balance sheet bank items called “shadow banking”. SPVs played a 
very dangerous role on the way to the crisis because they were largely outside the eyesight 
of bank supervisors.  
 
Under current plans, the EFSF will be under direct control of member governments, each 
one with a veto right. This means that it will often prove very difficult to use the shadow 
fund and therefore that this will be a highly politicized system. The experience with 
Greece’s rescue shows how easily group thinking can lead political leaders in a dangerous 
direction. Seeing how easily they have decided to circumvent the very formal no-bailout 
clause, one can only wonder how they will react in a future crisis when they use a highly 
informal resource. For examples, guarantees could become outright loans, in a further 
violation of the no-bailout clause.  

Why the ECB should not support governments in difficulty 
At the heart of the monetary union lies the objective of achieving price stability. It may 
seem a distant objective at this stage but permanent price stability is a delicate feature 
that can only be guaranteed by proper institutional arrangements. At the heart of any such 
arrangement lies the principle of dominance. 
 
In any country there exists one budget constraint that requires that current and future 
spending be matched by current and future revenues. Unless this constraint is satisfied, the 
public sector is insolvent. Put differently, public sector solvency requires either that current 
and future spending be brought down to expected current and future revenues or that 
current and future revenues be raised to finance current and future spending. Which route 
is taken is crucial, yet it is entirely dependent on future decisions on spending and 
revenues, which cannot be known with any degree of certainty. This uncertainty carries 
some extremely important implications. 
 
A first implication explains the current debt crisis in Europe. Under a plausible scenario, 
Greece could be seen as respecting its budget constraint. Under an equally plausible 
scenario, it will not. The crisis erupted when the markets concluded that it is unlikely to do 
so. This conclusion has been described as arbitrary and unreasonable, but it cannot be 
rejected off hand precisely because of the forward-looking nature of the budget constraint.  
 
The second implication concerns revenues. There are two broad sources of public revenues: 
taxes and monetary creation. Thus, if the budget constraint is to be met through revenue 
adjustment, there remains the question of which revenues will be mobilized. If it is 
established that the central bank will never, under any condition, use its power to create 
money to guarantee the budget constraint, we have a situation called monetary dominance 
and price stability is guaranteed if it is the central bank’s official objective.  
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Otherwise, we have a situation of fiscal dominance, whereby the government can freely 
decide on spending and revenues without worrying about the budget constraint for the 
central bank which can be convinced to make up for any shortfall. Historically, inflation 
always occurs in a situation of fiscal dominance.  
 
Importantly, which dominance is in place is not a matter of fact, but of beliefs based on 
commitments. As the Greek case exemplifies, markets can quickly shift their beliefs. If they 
think that monetary dominance is at risk, inflation fears will lead to exchange rate 
depreciation, with a direct inflationary impact, and to increases in long-term nominal 
interest rates, which further deteriorates budget imbalances, triggering a vicious cycle.  
 
This explains why the Maastricht Treaty has so carefully sought to establish monetary 
dominance (art.123, 125 and 130). It also explains why the ECB has constantly felt the 
need to warn governments about the threats to price stability created by fiscal indiscipline. 
It means that the ECB should never, under any circumstances, be involved in an action that 
can be perceived as potentially undermining monetary dominance.  

A better way 
The recent policy actions may have succeeded in stabilizing temporarily the situation. But 
this is likely to be a temporary victory, achieved at the expense of longer-term concerns, 
chiefly fiscal discipline and price stability. Trying to make these arrangements permanent 
by adopting a permanent resolution mechanism and strengthening the implausible Stability 
and Growth Pact, amounts to institutionalize them.  
 
A better approach would start from five observations: 
 

 For price stability to be guaranteed in the long run, fiscal discipline must be firmly 
established in every euro area member country.  

 Unless a new Treaty is adopted, responsibility for fiscal discipline remains a national 
prerogative. 

 The no-bailout clause has lost much of its credibility and the ECB’s own credibility 
has been hurt.  

 The Stability and Growth Pact has repeatedly failed, for fundamental reasons that 
cannot be addressed unless the Treaty is changed. 

 It is very unlikely that a Treaty that significantly reduces national fiscal policy 
sovereignty can be adopted in the coming years. 

 
Four implications naturally follow: 
 

 A new regime must be instated to fill the vacuum. 
 Responsibility for fiscal discipline must be very explicitly decentralized to the 

national level.  
 A corollary of national fiscal policy sovereignty is that each government alone is 

responsible for its debt.  
 There must be urgent peer pressure on every government to establish institutions 

that have a high probability of delivering fiscal discipline in the long run.  
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One question is: what are institutions that have a high probability of delivering fiscal 
discipline in the long run? There is no unique model but several countries offer examples. 
Belgium, the Netherlands and Sweden have built in checks and balances, relying in part on 
independent expert judgement. High-level legislation imposes budget balance – sometimes 
budget surplus – in countries such Germany, Switzerland, Brazil and Chile.  
 
Another question is: why should peer pressure succeed here as it usually fails? One answer 
is necessity (and hope). We have no instrument to impose the adoption of strong fiscal 
policy institutions in member countries. Another answer is that the situation is propitious. 
Virtually every government knows that markets are concerned. The current attitude is to 
adopt premature spending cuts or tax increases, which risks bring to its end the moderate 
recovery under way. Giving markets hard guarantees (in high-level legislation) that fiscal 
discipline will eventually prevail will allow governments to proceed more cautiously with 
their exit strategies. If a number of countries indeed adopt adequate high-legislation, the 
hope is that pressure on the others will become irresistible.  
 
The final question is: how do we know that all countries will respect their own rule? We do 
not know, of course. Those that violate their own fiscal discipline obligations will sooner or 
later find themselves in today’s Greece position. The next time, however, other 
governments must avoid linking a local debt crisis with the euro area. Letting a country go 
to the IMF and, if need be, reschedule its debt is the only appropriate response.  
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